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Original ruling
in Hagan case
remains Suspect
not guilty

America
on alert

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
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In December 2015, Regina
O'Neal received word that the
accused killer of her daughter,
Murrayan Erica Faith Hagan,
was acquitted of her murder.
O'Neal said
Tuesday that
she was notified by email
that Chilean
Domingo
Cofre
was
found
not
guilty in the
appeals case as
well.
Hagan
Cofre, 44,
was accused of killing Hagan valedictorian of her class at
Calloway County High School
and graduate of Georgetown
College - by blunt force trauma.
Hagan, 22, was in Chile teaching Chilean children the English
language, when she was killed
on Sept. 5,2014.
The appeal, which was filed
in early January 2016 by prosecutors, had to, by Chilean law,
be filed within 5 days of the initial decision of acquittal.
O'Neal said that the appeals
decision was handed down in
early March.
"I received an email dated
March 9 that he was not guilty
and there would be no retrial,"
00 See HAGAN Page 3A
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Therefore, if anyone is in
Christ he is a new creation;
the old has gone, the new
has come!
2 Corinthians 5:17
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US steps up security amid
fears of Brussels copycats
By BRADLEY MAPPER and
ALICIA A. CALDWELL
Associated Press

And there are still more out there
JOHN WRIGHT! Ledger & Times

Isla Gupton, 2, of Murray prepares to add a yellow egg to her growing collection with still several other eggs within
close range Tuesday morning during the annual Calloway County Public Library Easter Egg Hunt/Picnic on the library
grounds in Murray. About 1,700 eggs were available for the hunt, which attracted an estimated 75-80 children 12 years
and under.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Obama administration stepped up
security at major transit hubs
across the country after Tuesday's
airport and subway bombings in
Brussels, as top U.S. intelligence
officiars warned of the risk for
copycat attacks at home. President
Barack Obama vowed to help
Belgium track down those responsible for the deadly explosions.
Homeland Security Secretary Jai
Johnson stressed there is no "specific, credible intelligence" pointing to a similar plot in America, but
he said the Transportation Security
0- See AMERICA Page 2A

Ky,Kids Sale Alumni Association initiates Calloway Schools endowment
starts Thursday
at Murray State
CFSB Center
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
Babies and toddlers grow
up so fast, many products
such as baby furniture,
clothes and toys are outgrown in a short amount of
time. Because of this, many
parents opt to consign these
items so they can get some of
the purchase price back.
On Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of this week, parents and grandparents of
young children can shop
consigned products at the
annual Kentucky Kids Sale
at the CFSB Center at
Murray State University. The
sale features gently used
children's products that local
families have put in the sale.
Jennifer Upton, owner and
organizer of the Kentucky
Kids Sale, said she and her
husband, Paul Upton, have
been offering consigned children's products at the yearly
Murray event since 2011.
They began offering children's consignment in 2004
at events in Elizabethtown,
Lexington and Louisville.
Jennifer Upton is from
Elizabethtown and Paul
Uptown is from Mayfield.
"The CFSB Center is a
). See KIDS SALE Page 5A

ou can earn $9,300(on

Tuesday marked the official
kickoff for something the
Calloway County Alumni
Association/School Associates
believes ensures a strong future
for its district.
In a ceremony in the commons
of Calloway County High
School, Alumni Association
board members recognized the
initial donors to the first-ever
endowment specifically geared
for Calloway County Schools.
"We were formed in the mid1990s and we felt that it was
time to try to do something that
could enhance the opportunities
for this school system and what
really makes me proud is that all
of our first donors to this are all
graduates of Calloway County
High School," said Gale Broach
Cornelison, Alumni Association
president. "However, there is

See ENDOWMENT Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Tuesday marked the kickoff of the first-ever endowment for Calloway County Schools,
through the Calloway County Alumni Association. The first donors to the endowment are
shown on the front row and are, from left, Jennifer Ernstberger, Bryan Ernstberger, Susan
Young Sammons, Bill Nix, Tim Stark and Emily Stark, all of whom are alumni of the district.
Alumni Association board members are, back from left, Melisa Stark, secretary, Stacey Lee,
Gale Broach Cornelison, president, Stacy Adams Murdock, vice president, Renee Carroll
Lax, Leah Vance Evans, treasurer, and Randy McCallon.

Calloway Conservation Banquet
sees full house,awards aplenty
By JORDAN FERGUSON
Staff Writer
The back room of Pagliai's in Murray was practically filled to
the brim as people came together for the Calloway County
Conservation District Annual Awards Banquet on Tuesday.
District supervisor Randy McCallon was at the helm again
this year as emcee of the event, which serves to recognize those,
young and old, who understand how important it is for us to use
the resources we have wisely, while placing emphasis on maxDarrell McFerron

Mike Dixon
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WEATHER
Thursday Night: Partty cloudy,
with a low around 34. Northwest
wind 5 to 13 mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a high near
57. North wind around 6 mph
- TEAW
becoming east in the afternoon.
Friday Night: Mostly dear,
with a low around 39. East southeast wind around 6 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a high
near 67. South southeast wind
The Natioseal Weather Unice
Pictured, from left, are Abbie Radomski of Calloway Middle
around 7 mph.
Chellam Antony of Murray Middle School, and Gabe
School,
Saturday Night: A chance of
Today: Mostly cloudy, with a
Holcomb who is homeschooled. These were three of five
high near 67. South southwest showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
local youngsters whose written essays stood out against the
wind around 18 mph, with gusts low around 49. South southeast
rest.
as high as 26 mph.
wind around 7 mph.
Tonight: Showers and thunSunday: A chance of showers
derstorms likely, mainly after
lam. Cloudy, with a low around and thunderstorms. Mostly
58. South wind around 17 mph, cloudy, with a high near 65.
with gusts as high as 24 mph. South southeast wind around 7
Chance of precipitation is 60 per- mph becoming northwest in the
cent.
afternoon.
Thursday: Showers likely and
Sunday Night: A chance of
possibly a thunderstorm before
showers
and thunderstorms.
lprn, then a slight chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a Mostly cloudy, with a low around
JORDAN FERGUSON / Ledger & Times photos
high near 61. South southwest 44. North wind 6 to 8 mph.
Local schools who had a 100 percent participation rate were
wind 13 to 16 mph becoming
Monday: A chance of show- given an honorary award, on top of $300 per school. Winners
west northwest in the afternoon.
ers. Mostly sunny, with a high were Calloway County Middle School, East Elementary
Winds could gust as high as 23
School, Murray Middle School, North Elementary School, and
mob. Chance of,precipitation is near 59. Northwest wind around
Southwest
Elementary School. Pictured receiving the awards
8 mph.
70 percent.
on behalf of their institutions are, front from left, North
Honor Award recepients are, from left, Ferrell Miller, Fran
Elementary art teacher Megan Drennan and
North
Forsythe and Rudy Forsythe. Back, from left, are Mike
Elementary Principal Melinda Hendley. Back from left are Burchett, and Todd Gresham. The Honor Award is given to
Calloway County Middle science teacher Scott Pile and
persons or organizations that have been helpful to carry out
Southwest Elementary Principal Josh McKee!.
conservation measures and educational programs.
talked about the advantages of
From Front
this.
something we're wanting to
"When Linda, particularly, is
stress and that is you don't have
involved with something like
to be a (Calloway) graduate to
this, though, you take- notice.
Middle
gram. The program has been Dixon for having applied severbe part of this organization.
From Front
She was on the (Calloway
After these young folks going on for more than fifteen al conservation practices, being
That's why we're also including
County Board of Education) imizing those resources going
received their awards and years, and it involves students very cooperative with the dis'School Associates' as well.
and she knows how important forward.
applause McCallon returned to from Calloway County High trict, and expressing a constant
"I think one reason we didn't
things like this are to a school
"We have several awards and
the podium to thank those who School and their FFA program awareness of conserving soil
do this until now is because we
district. Anything that would be
recognitions tonight that we
served as judges for this year's going to the city and county and water.
get so caught up in the thy-toreplicable to this school system
want to make sure and cover,"
contest.
day operations of this school._
schools to elementary level
Finally, as is often the case
is something she will support."
McCallon said before handing
"We want to recognize the classrooms and teach agricul- with award ceremonies, the best
d
ct that we didn't have a
The immediate first goal for
the mic off to Carol Elder of individuals
who served as ture based lessons to those stu- and most impressive accolade
cc to really think about it
this endowment will be the
Murray Independent Schools to judges for our writing
contest dents.
uch. Now that this is hapwas saved for last. Darrel
same as it is for every setup of recognize the students of the
this year," McCallon said. "It's
"We appreciate the opportuni- McFerron was present the
ng,though, I think there is a
this type - reaching $10,000 in
Jim Claypool Art Contest.
always a difficult task because ty from the conservation district
t of excitement about what
contributions. Once that hapThe winners in the art contest it's such a big job to come up to allow us to be involved in Master Conservationist Award.
this is going to mean to this disThis recognition honors envipens, the endowment can start
were:
with judges who are highly this," Falwell said. "It's really a ronmentally
trict, and it is for the whole disconscious
earning interest, allowing it to
• Christopher Boomdahl - qualified to determine who the win, win, win situation. The stutett, not just the high
landowners who practice good
grow quickly, provided donaMurray
Elementary
aijothercampus.TlliA
winners are.
dents learn about agriculture at soil and
ticars continue being received.' •
water steddhIship. To
• Kylee fox - Southwest
of them ... and all of the shWents
"This year the judges had a the elementary level, our stu"That's also when we can utieven
be
consideoid for the
Elementary
big job, we had 2,700 entries, of dents learn about teaching a
lize some of the money in the
award,
a
land
user must have
• Kyra Jones - Murray Middle which 1564 were art entries, and class, and the conservation dis'Nfelisa Stark is the secretary
endowment in the event somepercent of needed
completed
90
•
Kerrigan
McManus
ot_the•Alumni Association but is
1145 were writing entries," trict is able to get in the schools
thing comes along that we feel
practices, as determined by their
Southwest Elementary
art example of Cornelison's idea
McCallon
said."So these young and educate as well."
needs attention right then and
conservation plan.
• Alyson Paschall - Home people had to get by a lot of
that being a Calloway alum is
Following the recognition of
there," Stark said."You have all
"Farmers are special people,"
School
n6t a prerequisite for being part
folks to be able to be winners." the FLP program, Calloway
types of things happening these
said
District Supervisor Mark
Preslee
Phillips
•
East
o( this cause, having not graduMcCallon then thanked Janice Middle, Murray Middle, and
days with computers and techWilson
as he presented the
Elementary
ated from Calloway. However,
Rose, Max Workman, Cindy East. North, and Southwest
nology, and I know about this
award to McFerron."They work
• Raegan Settle - Murray Dennis, and Heather Duffy for Elementary
Stark has a very strong interest
schools
were
because I wrote grants for a lot
Middle
i4 this mission, having been a
serving as judges for the compe- awarded a $300 check each long hours, in all types of
of things when I was in this
• Molli Underhill - North tition.
10ngtime teacher in the
from River Valley Ag Credit in weather, and they love the land
school system. Sometimes
Elementary
Calloway system.
"What
a
big
job
recognition of a 100 percent they're tending. They are highly
those
folks
grants just don't cover the cost
Those students who won writ- had, and those large numbers of participation rate in the art and aware that they are only
:This has such a high return
of something you really need,
guardians of that land for a time,
ing awards were:
tliat it can continue way into the
kids involved are what we writing contests.
and there are always needs in
and
soon another farmer will
• Mattie Adams - Calloway want," McCallon said. "There's
future," Stark said, acknowledgNext. Rudy
and
Fran
our schools."
irig that assistance with this
take their place.
County High
a
whole
lot
and
of
educating
Forsythe,
Ferrell
Miller,
Todd
"I'm excited that we can now
pioject has come from the
• Gabe Holcomb - Home research that went into the art Gresham, and Mike Burchett
"It is important, then, for each
have some renewable resources
County
Murray-Calloway
and writing contest, and we were presented Honor Awards farmer to be aware of the envito help these kids achieve what School
(immunity Foundation. "Yes,
• Abbie Radomski - Calloway appreciate it very, very much."
for their assistance in carrying ronment and their impact on
they need to achieve," said
wiF
had
Harold
Hurt Stacy
Middle
Jacob
Falwell
of
out conservation measures and future landowners," Wilson
Calloway
Adams Murdock, vice
(foundation president) come to
• Katelyn Wuest
Murray County Schools then shared educational programs.
said."As a good caretaker of his
president of the Alumni group.
tafk to us about it and he also
Middle
some information about the
The Outstanding Cooperator land,
we
honor
Darrel
"I think the big thing with this is
hid (Foundation board member) that all of
• Chellam Antony - Murray Food. Land, and People pro- award was presented to Mike McFerron."•
us have a big heart for
Linda Avery with him and she
Calloway County Schools."M
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From Front

support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway Counly

Administration would deploy
additional security at major airports and rail stations in different
cities. Officials also reviewed
additional security measures for
travelers from Belgium, among

March 21-25 I 9am-5pm
Spring by our office & Spring a friend!
906 A South 12th St. I Murray, KY
Call 270.759.1945 to schedule your appointment

more than three dozen countries said after offering his condolences
whose citizens generally don't in a telephone call with Belgian
need a visa to enter the U.S.
Prime Minister Charles Michel.
The attacks in the Belgian capi- "We can and we will defeat those
tal underscored the growing threat who threaten the safety and securiposed by the Islamic State group ty of people all around the world."
on both sides of the Atlantic. The
Several Americans were injured,
bombs in Brussels' airport and including an Air Force officer and
subway locked down the his wife and four children who
European Union's capital just a were at the airport. The service
few months after attacks shocked member is stationed at Joint Force
Paris and San Bernardino, Command Brunssum, in the
California.
Netherlands, but the military
"We will do whatever is neces- wouldn't identify him by name.
sary' to support our friend and ally Officials said he was a lieutenant
Belgium in bringing to justice colonel.
those who are responsible,"
Mormon church officials, meanObama declared in Havana, where while, said three of its missionarhe was closing his historic, three- ies from Utah were seriously
day visit. The attack immediately injured in the blasts and were hosovershadowed events on the pitalized. They were identified as
island, with Obama addressing the Richard Norby, 66, of Lehi,
tragedy at the top of a keynote Joseph Empey,20,of Santa Clara,
speech to the Cuban people and and Mason Wells, 19, of Sandy.
again at an exhibition baseball They had been serving in Paris
game.
and were at the airport with a
"The world must unite," Obama fourth missionary who was on her

way to an assignment in Ohio.
Following the attacks, U.S.
European Command announced
new prohibitions on unofficial
military and Defense Department
employee travel to Brussels "until
further notice." Official travel to
the NATO hub in the city now
requires approval.
Secretary of State John Kerry,
accompanying Obama in Cuba,
said in a statement the U.S. was
working to determine the status of
all Americans in Brussels. The
embassy there issued a statement
telling U.S. citizens to stay where
they are and "take the appropriate
steps to bolster your personal
security."
In the United States, the
Homeland Security Department
said it could further enhance security measures "as appropriate, to
protect the American people." It
urged Americans to report any
suspicious activity to law enforcement authorities.•

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LIC
INSURANCE
Life • Health • Annuities
Long Term Care • Medicare Supplements
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VP DAVE SAYS
By Dave Ramsey

Planning for college
Dear Dave,
We have two daughters, and we've started
thinking about financial planning for college.
What are the differences between an Education
Savings Account and a 529 plan?
John
Dear John,
I'm glad you're thinking ahead and planning for the future. Here's a quick overview
of the two.
The Education Savings Account(ESA)is
limited to $2,000 per year, per child. It has
complete flexibility, meaning you can invest
it in whatever you like and you can move
it—roll it over—to another one if you don't
like that mutual fund, as an example. I use
that example because I recommend using
good growth stock mutual funds and that
you do this for the first $2,000 invested per
year.
There are several types of 529 plans, and
there's only one that I would recommend.
It's the kind that has complete flexibility,
where you control the investments. Some
states have 529 plans that are prepaid
tuition, and I never recommend those. You
don't want the state managing anything for
you, because you won't get anywhere near
the returns you'd get if you managed it yourself. Other types of 529s lock you into a certain kind of investment the whole time,or
they move the investment based on the age of
your kid. I don't want anybody doing that
crap. I want you controlling your money.
Most of the 529s vary somewhat from
state to state, but the majority have flexibility that allows you to control the investment
while contributing up to $10,000 a year. Both
those and the ESAs grow completely tax-free
on the growth as long as they're used for
higher education. They can also be transferred to a sibling if the kid doesn't go to
school,so a little brother or sister can use the

money.If they get scholarships, make sure
you keep up with the value of these. You'll be
allowed to withdraw that amount and refund
yourself for the scholarship amount without
penalty or taxes on the amount withdrawn.
In short, both the ESA and 529 are fine
ways to save for college. Just make sure if
you're doing a 529 that you choose the kind
you control from top to bottom!
—Dave

What causes
overspending?
Dear Dave,
In your opinion, what causes overspending?
Kristin
Dear Kristin,
Overspending is, 100 percent of the time,
a choice. It's a decision. Most of the time it's
linked to immaturity, although there can be
other issues at play.
People who habitually overspend are saying that they're unwilling to act like a
mature adult, and delay pleasure in order to
win with money. This kind of thing is made
even worse, because we live in a culture
fueled by extreme debt marketing. And when
things like credit card offers are constantly
in the face of immature people, those two
things can combine to make a real mess.
Good question, Kristin!
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Special to The Ledger
Are you a visionary? A creative
thinker? Our area has been
blessed with visionaries throughout history and their impact is
felt in Murray and Calloway
County on a daily basis.
In the early 1920's the members of the General Assembly of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
were visionaries when they
enacted Senate Bill 14 which
created two normal schools to
address the growing demand for
professional teachers. One would
be in the western part of the state,
which caused many cities and
towns to bid for the new normal
school. Visionary Rainey T.
Wells spoke on behalf of the city
of Murray to convince the
Normal School Commission to
choose Murray. On Sept. 2,
1922, Murray was chosen as the
site of the western normal school
and this action gave birth to
Murray State University.
Nathan B. Stubblefield was a
far-sighted inventor from our
community. He is best known for
his wireless telephone work. A
current visionary in our community is Donna Herndon. Thanks
to her leadership and far seeing,
our community still participates
in providing gifts for children in
need at Christmas time. Other
local visionaries are those people

Article 61
who helped found the various
nonprofits which bless and benefit our community. Some of
those organizations include Need
Line, Life House, the Humane
Society, Friends of the Library,
Murray Airport Board and
Gentry House. The generosity in
our community keeps these nonprofits running on a day-to-day
basis.
Another far seeing group is the
Murray-Calloway
County
Community Foundation. It is the
goal of the foundation to combine philanthropy in an investment program to assure that there
are funds available to equip the
member nonprofit agencies to
carry out their respective missions well into the future. The
foundation is one way individuals can create a legacy right here
in our community. Money given
through the MCCCF is the "nest
egg," if you will. This "nest egg"
is never touched. Its sole purpose
is to earn interest which can be
returned to the non-profit on an
annual basis to be used as the
non-profit sees fit. Obviously,
the larger the contribution, the
more interest is earned.
Additionally, the interest can be

added to the nest egg which will
increase the amount of
earning interest. Although
non-profits will continue to have
need for annual giving, that
amount can be lessened yearafter-year through the support of
an endowment.
In addition, through the foresight and vision of the state le islature, donations made throu
the foundation are eligible for •
tax credit over and above El,'
usual charitable donation deduct- :
'
tion through the Endo*:
Kentucky program.
Do you want to be a visionary—a creative thinker— a far
seeing individual? Share yoiii•
vision for your community 6f
contributing and encouraging':
others to contribute to ttV
Murray-Calloway Community
Foundation. Giving is easier thati'
ever thanks to technology. yoii:
can now go to the rneccf.orewebsite and click directly on
links to many of the non-profit
endowments. This allows youjO'
donate with minimal time aria
effort.
To learn more about MCCCF''
"
and how you can get involved,'
visit mcccforg or contact Harold
Hurt, President of MCCCF, ai
270-761-6880 or any of the fol., s
lowing board members: Linda'.
Avery: 270-753-0060, Gary',
Brockway: 270-753-0503, Matt
Hale:
270-753-5411, Sarah
Jones: 270-227-8010, Briask
Overbey: 270-767-2000, DialWeaver: 270-753-2899, Zach
Dunlap: 270-816-3880.•

the'•

Please support the...

* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
money and business, and CEO ofRamsey
Solutions. He has authored five New York limes
best-selling books. The Dave Ramsey Show is
heard by more than II million listeners each
week on more than 550 radio stations and digital outlets. Dave's latest project, EveryDollar,
provides a free online budget tool. Follow Dave
on Twitter at @DaveRamsey and on the web at
daveramsey.com.

Please support the
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

•HAGAN...
From Front
she said.
O'Neal said she did not know
if Cofre was Hagan's murderer
but she accepts the court's decision.
"I don't know if he did it but
I'm praying for whomever did
this to repent so they can go to
Heaven," she said. "I've forgiven (the person that did this)
because it's what Erica would
have wanted."
Just because she's forgiven the
perpetrator, O'Neal said it doesn't mean she doesn't have questions.
"I would like to know why

(she was murdered). What
mother wouldn't want to
know?" she said.
"I want to know what led to it
and I want to know if they were
led to Christ(in the time since)."
O'Neal said she hopes that the
investigation in Chile continues
to bring her daughter's killer to
justice.
"In the meantime, I will go on
because it's what Erica would
want me to do," she said.
To share positive stories and
photos of her daughter, O'Neal
has set up a Facebook page
called "Erica Faith Hagan,
Because She Mattered." II
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Murray-Calloway
Community
Foundation: Are You
a Visionary? by Linda
Avery, board member

liver's of Murray would Ilke to thank our guests,
nagers and team members for an amazing 20151
The Murray Culver's recently received two awards
at the national reunion
The Ruth Award - Named after Craig's mother Ruth is awarded to

-winning author,Ed
Speaker, Poe
Teacher o

restaurants whose teams consistently exemplify superior hospitality each
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I wish to thank all the good people who turned out in the
unseasonable cold weather to recycle eyeglasses (and many
other things) on Saturday, March 19 at the 105th Make a Difference Day and the first Bill Wells Make a Difference Day.
As the eyeglasses collection manager for the Murray Lions,
Club, I am especially grateful for the many folks who donated eyeglasses. We received a total of 518 pairs of eyeglasses, which is a record - at least for my term in office!
We want people to know that we collect all eyeglasses,
'whether prescription or non-prescription reading glasses. This
includes sunglasses (even clip-ons); we even take broken
frames, hearing aids and cellphones, if the batteries are removable.
We don't need good glass cases but will help them find a
good home!
Since Make a Difference Day has begun, the Murray Lions
have collected over 40,000 pairs of eyeglasses - at Make a
Difference Day and in the collection boxes placed around
town - at Needline, the Curris Center, Angels Attic, the Senior Citizens Center and offices of optometrists and opthalmologists, to name a few.
These glasses are distributed free, along with eye care, to
millions of people throughout the world.
Thanks for all your generosity, something typical of people
in this city and country.
. Sincerely,
, Ken Wolf
Eyeglasses collector,
Murray Lions Club.
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LETTERS POLICY
, V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071,
faxed to (270) 753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@murrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have address
and phone number for verification purposes. E-mailed letters must have name, address and phone number.
,V No letters will be printed anonymously.
• V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be typed
or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or
reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum
- page.
V Letters of a -thank you" nature that single out sponsors,
businesses or individuals by name, except those directed
toward the community as a whole, will not be accepted.
•• V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of the
writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger & Times staff
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Historical novel "Stella By Starlight" connects to current history
Nothing could have been
more inspiring than attending
the special community reading
event at the Calloway County
Public Library on Monday
night, and no one was more
excited about it than Sandy
Linn, Community Relations
Coordinator.
"This is the first ever multigenerational reading," she said
as she welcomed the crowd.
Kids age 8-12 had been invited to read Sharon M. Draper's "Stella by Starlight" with
a parent, grandparent or special grown-up. The agenda
included a feast of foods featured in thebook, related drawing and writing activities, and
a follow-up discussion.
Murray native, MSU graduate, and currently Associate
Dean for Diversity & Inclusion at Arkansas State University, Dr. MarTeze Hammonds
-- known locally as Tezzie -was the spark that got things
going after dinner.
"Come along my friends and
ride this train." he sang, beckoning adults and young people to join in.
He introduced himself as
Sporkman, whose granddaddy
was Forkman and his father
Spoonman. "We tell stories,"
he said, hooking his thumbs
into the straps of his overalls
and rocking back and forth on
his heels.
As he asked a succession
of questions about the characters, setting, and plot of the

book, the kids responded with
confident answers.
Stella,of the title, had a problem with writing, a chorus of
children declared, but Dr. Hammonds shook his head in disagreement. "She thought she
had a problem with writing,"
he amended, "but what was
the real issue?"
The three-word answer Ku Klux Klan - was followed
by a beat of silence before he
said, "Now let's go get this
out of the way."
Set in Bumblebee, North
Carolina, "Stella by Starlight"
tells the story of a Depression
era family in the segregated
South. The book opens with
an image of nine robed figures dressed all in white.
"Against the black of night a
single wooden cross blazed.
Reflection of peppery-red
flames shimmered across the
otherwise dark surface of
Kilkenny Pond."
The children had gleaned
many specifics from the book:
Klansmen were not good people. They took joy in terrifying African Americans. Their
uniform was white bed sheets
with pointed hoods, their eyes
the only feature that might
reveal their identity.
Such sobering subject matter might give some adults
pause, but the kids who showed
up Monday night did not shrink
from dealing with some of the
challenging and mature themes
in the book. A family's house

was torched
and burned
to
the
ground
because the
father had
dared to pass
the test and
register to
vote. A white
doctor
refused to Main Street
treat Stella's By Constance
mother,
Alexander
whose life Ledger &
Times
was in danColumnist
ger because
of a poisonsnake
ous
bite. An eleven-year-old boy
was kicked and punched by
two grown men, who accused
him of stealing and decided
they should punish him for an
act he did not commit.
According to the award-winning author, Sharon M. Draper, "Stella's story, even though
it happened a long time ago,
is still happening today. From
books of historical fiction, we
can learn something that will
help us in the present."
Two weeks ago, people in
our community might have disagreed with that statement, but
Ku Klux Klan recruitment flyers recently distributed in random driveways around town
are a reminder that bigotry still
exists. "The KKK is here to
stay," was one of the ominous
messages. Others warned White
Americans to "wake up" and

declared that the KKK is not
a hate group.
In the face of such violent
sentiments, thank goodness for
books like "Stella by Starlight"
that bring a multi-generational
group together to discuss issues
like racism and how they persist, even today. And thank
goodness for the Calloway
County Public Library' for
organizing
intergenerational
events that demonstrate one of
our town's most important values: There is no place for hate
in Murray, Kentucky.
Sharon Draper will be in
Murray on Thursday, March
24, to visit with students at
local middle schools during the
day. She will meet the public
from 6:30 - 7:30 that night,
in the meeting room of the
Calloway
County
Public
Library. This free event will
feature a presentation by Mrs.
Draper, a brief Q & A, and
will end with book signings.
For more information, contact the library at 270-7532288, or visit the website at
http://www.callowaycountylibrary.org/.
Read Main Street online at
wwwinurrayledgercom. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@ twc.com.•

Living Epitaphs
At the end of it all, what us why he was never chosen
can we tell about the lives of as Kentucky's Poet Laureate:
our fellow human beings
"I hate Kentucky, curse the
through the words by which place,
they wish to be remembered?
And all her vile and misWhat about our epitaphs? At creant race!
the end of our lives, what assessWho make religion's sacred
ments will we make of it all'? tie,
How will your epitaph read?
A mash through which they
What will my epitaph say?
cheat and lie:
Will it read with comic cynI hate all judges here of
icism like the epitaph of W. late,
C. Fields? "Better here than
And even'lawyer in the state.
Philadelphia." Or will it reek
Each quack that is call'd
of fatalism or resignation or physician.
insignificance? Danville, KenAnd all blockheads in comtucky's Thomas Johnson pub- mission
lished his poetry in "The KenWorse than the Baptist roartucky Miscellany" in 1789, ing rant,
making him one of Kentucky's
I hate the Presbyterian cant.
earliest poets. His nicknamesTheir parsons, elders, nay
"Drunken Tom" and "The the whole,
drunken poet of Danville"And wish them gone with
tell us something about where all my soul.
he received his inspiration. His
Far worse than these. I
poem. "The Author's Hatred yet do hate,
to Kentucky in General," shows
All those who pimp or speculate.
All rogues and villains, men
in trade,
(I/a distinction may be made.
Glad would I be: 'twas
quickly done,
For my own part I know
of none)."
It shouldn't surprise us that
Drunken Tom's epitaph, written by the poet himself, was
as unedifying as his published
poetry:

"Underneath
this
marble tomb,
In endless
shades lies
drunken
Tom;
Here
safely
moor 'd,
dead as a log
Who got
his death by
drinking
grog,

Home and
Away

By James
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times
Columnist
whiskey grog
he lost his
breath,
Who would not die so sweet
a death.
Other grave markers are
just as flippant (or profound?)
as Drunken Tom's. One read;
"Once I wasn't
Then I was
Now I ain't again."
Or:
"Rest in peace, dear Cousin
Hewitt. We all know you didn't do it."
Or:

istic-sentiments. Os Guinness
includes some of these epitaphs in his book, "The Call."
A sense of failure permeates
the epitaph of Cecil Rhodes at
his grave in Zimbabwe? "So
much to do, so little done."
Or consider the epitaph written by the young journalist
Malcolm Muggeridge? "Here
lieth one whose soul sometimes burned with great longings. To whom sometimes the
curtain of the Infinite was
opened just a little, but who
lacked the guts to make any
use of it."
In contrast,some epitaphs are
infused with a sense of calling like that of Emily Dickinson after her life of poetic
accomplishment. Dickinson's
epitaph reads simply, "Called
Back."
What about our epitaphs?
At the end of a life of calling, what assessment will we
make of it all? How will your
epitaph read? What will my
epitaph say? Even now, we are
writing our epitaphs each day
that we live, epitaphs much
more profound than a few lines
etched in a stone.

"Here lies the father of 29
Duane Bolin teaches in the
There would have been more Department of History at MurBut he ran out of time."
ray State University. ,He may
Other epitaphs express more be reached at jbolin@murserious-although just as fatal- raystate.edu.
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Kenny R. Hale

Ronald L Stephenson

Kenny R. Hale, 66, of Dexter, Kentucky, died
Sunday. March 20, 2016 at his home after an
extended illness.
He was born on May 11, 1949 in Murray,
Kentucky, to Coy L. Hale and Virginia E. Hale.
He was a retired masonry construction operator
engineer. He was an Army veteran and a member
of Northside Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by three brothers, Dwane Hale,Dwight Hale
and Ted Hale.
Hale,
Mr. Hale is survived by his wife, Bonita Jones
Hale of Dexter, to whom he married Nov. 23,
1974; one daughter, Kelly A. Wilson and husband
Brad of Murray; two sisters, Genny Hargis and
husband Ronald and Zetta Young and husband
Randy,all of Murray; one brother, Garry Hale and
wife Elaine of Kirksey and two grandchildren,
Carter and Chandler Wilson, both of Murray.
A memorial service will be Thursday, March 24, 2016 at 11 a.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Robert McKinney officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation
will Wednesday, March 23,2016 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray Calloway
County Hospice, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071 or to St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital, PO Box 1000, Dept. 142,
Memphis,TN 38101-9908.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Ronald E. Stephenson, 67, of Lexington.
Kentucky, died Monday, March 21, 2016 at his
residence.
He was born Aug. 10, 1948 in Covington,
Kentucky, to James and Dorothy Judge
Stephenson.
He was a graduate of Western Kentucky
University, had been employed as a claim manager for Grange Insurance Company and a service
agent with Enterprise Rental Car at Bluegrass
Stephenson Airport. He enjoyed golf, was a member of the
Marriott Golf Club and worked part-time at The
Brook Golf Shop. He was a member of the Bluegrass Claims
Association.
He was preceded in death by his parents and a sister, Kathy
Schadler.
Mr. Stephenson is survived by his wife, Rita West Stephenson; a
son, Brian Stephenson and Wife Tammy; three grandchildren,
Bailey, Kylie Mae and Ansley; a brother, James Stephenson and
many nieces and nephews.
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m.Thursday, March 24,2016 at Kerr
Brothers Funeral Home, Lexington. Graveside service and burial
will be at 2 p.m. Saturday, March 26, 2016 at Ahno Cemetery in
Almo.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Local arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home.
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Carter

Irene E. Carter, 84, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Friday, March 18, 2016 at her home.
She was born on May 22, 1931 in Calloway
County, Kentucky, to Earl Lamb and Novella
Wilkerson Lamb.
She retired from Murray State University as a
facility technician. After her retirement, she
worked at Walmart in the bakery department. She
was of Baptist faith.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, Andy Carter; two brothers,
Charles and Gene Lamb and one sister, Willie Mae

Winchester.
Mrs. Carter is survived by two daughters, Andrea C. Sheridan and
husband John of Murray and Peggy Mitchell and husband Larry of
Big Rapids, Michigan; two brothers, Dan Lamb and wife Barbara
of Howell, Michigan and William "Dub" Lamb and wife Carol of
Nashville, Tennessee; four grandchildren, 11 great-grandchildren
and 11 great-great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Wednesday, March 23,2016 at 10 a.m.
at the Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery with burial to follow.
Visitation will be Tuesday, March 22,2016 from 4-8 p.m. at the
J.H. Churchill,Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

William Raymond Disque
William Raymond Disque, 91, of Murray,
Kentucky, died Sunday, March 20, 2016 at his
home.
He was born in Paris, Tennessee, on Sept. 1,
1924 to Clarence J. Disque and Margaret Alice
Sullivan Disque.
He was an electrical engineer and retired after
28 years from I.T.T. in Fort Wayne, Indiana. He was a member of
Waynedale United Methodist Church in Fort Wayne and an Army
veteran serving in the Asia-Pacific Theater in WWII in the New
Guinea Campaign.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his wife,
Gladys M. Elliott Disque, who died Feb. 12, 2008; two sisters,
Virginia May Francis and Elizabeth Johnson and one brother, Earl
Thomas Disque.
Mr. Disque is survived by one daughter, Sandra Kay King and
husband Jerry of Navasota,Texas; one son, Donny Ray Disque and
wife Sharon of Fort Wayne; one sister, Mary Catherine Disque of
Mayfield; four grandchildren, Nicole Todd and husband Bradley of
Carmel, Indiana; Douglas James Disque of Cannel; Jennifer Ford
and husband Adrian of Spring Branch,Texas and Ian King and wife
Mary of Austin, Texas; six great-grandchildren, Samantha Todd,
Justin Todd and Brandon Todd, all of Cannel; Josephine Ford,
Grayson Ford and Morgan Ford all of Spring Branch; one sister-inlaw, Nora Disque of Mayfield and one brother-in-law, George
Jasper Elliott of Martin,Tennessee.
Funeral services will be Wednesday, March 23,2016 at 3 p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Kerry Lambert officiating.
Visitation will be Wednesday, March 23,2016 from 2-3 p.m. at the
funeral home. A graveside service will be Thursday. March 24,
2016 at 1 p.m. (eastern) at Covington Memorial Gardens, Fort
Wayne,Indiana.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Tumstone Center for
Children with Disabilities, 3320 North Clinton Street, Fort Wayne,
IN 46805.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Irene E.Carter,84
A graveside service will be Wednesday, March 23, 2016 at
a.m. at Coldwater Church of Christ with burial to follow.

Jerry Wade Birdsong,36
Funeral service will be Wednesday. March 23,2016 at 11 a.m.
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Dixon Cemetery in
Land Between the Lakes.
William Raymond Disque,91
1..
Funeral service will be Wednesday, March 23, 2016 at 3 p.m.
at the funeral home. Graveside service will be Thursday, March,
24, 2016 at 1 p.m. (eastern) in Covington Memorial Gardens,
Fort Wayne,Indiana.

•Ky. KIDS Sale...

Geary D. Ramsey
Geary D. Ramsey, 64, of South Rockwood,
Michigan, died Saturday, Jan. 30, 2016 at his
home.
He was born Sept. 3, 1951 to Theresa and Cletis
Ramsey.
t
.
Geary worked for 30 years at Detroit Receiving
Hospital. Prior to that, he worked for 17 years at
Wrigley's/Great Scott. He received a bachelor's of
liberal arts degree at Wayne State University; an
associate's degree in respiratory therapy at
t
Monroe
County Community College; a bachelor's
Ramsey
degree in reparatory therapy at Siena Heights
University and a master's of science degree in administration and
general administration from Central Michigan University.
He was preceded in death by his parents; stepfather, James Heath;
a sister, Linda and a brother, Jim Heath.
Mr. Ramsey is survived by his wife Debra; daughters Jill Baker
and husband Shane, Jessica Hammond and husband Chris and
Shawna Benken and husband Ed; a son, Matt; grandchildren,
Shane, Maddy, Julia, Ana, Arden, Avery, Aaron and Abigail; a sister, Ladean Willoughby and husband Dallas of Murray; a brother,
Henry and wife Sandy and many aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews,
other family members and friends.
According to his nephrologist at the University of Michigan
Hospital, Geary was the longest surviving kidney transplant patient
not receiving a kidney from a twin. He lived with transplants from
1966 and he was the 13th kidney transplant done in U of M
Hospital. He fought to live, survive and thrive. He was always
active, was an avid reader and loved being with his family and
friends. He left this world with dignity and grace and will be missed
by many.•

Town Crier
• The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday in
the City Council chambers of Murray City Hall, 104 N. Fifth St.
Agenda items include: Mayor's Report (Online city stickers and
business licenses with Chaz Robinson); public comment
(requires prior arrangement through the mayor's office); recognition (Murray Police Department Major Jim Osborne);
Personnel and Finance Committee report, Chairman Danny
Hudspeth; Long Range Planning Committee report, Chairman
Jason Pittman; Ordinance No. 2016-1694 (second reading) an
ordinance to re-zone properties located at 1107, 1109 and 1111
Vine St. and 1104 Mulberry St., owned by Paul Garland and
wife Vickie, from R-2 (single-family residential) to B-4 (medium
density business); Ordinance No. 2016-1695 (first reading) an
ordinance concerning tax moratoriums for the Historic Overlay
District which establishes property assessment and reassessment moratoriums for the Historic Overlay District in the City of
Murray; Recommendation item from the Planning Commission
to re-zone property located 1806 N. Fourth St., including the
portion of right of way to the center line of North Fourth Street,
from R-2 (residential and agriculture) to B-2 (highway business), industrial and agriculture zoning districts;
Recommendation item from the Planning Commission to
amend Chapter 156 (zoning code) of the City of Murray Code
of Ordinances, pertaining to Section Ill, Article 10 of the zoning
ordinance concerning transient business regulations).
• The City of Murray Personnel and Finance Committee will
meet at 5:30 p.m. Thursday in the City Council chambers.
Agenda items include: Budget amendment for fire department
and utility rates.
• The City of Murray Long Range Planning Committee will
meet at 6 p.m. Thursday in the City Council chambers. The
lone agenda item is energy savings opportunities with Gregory
Copley giving a presentation.
• To report a Town Crier item, please call 270-753-1916
between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Bill would impose fee of 93 cents on prepaid phones for 911
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Prepaid cellphone customers in
Kentucky would have to pay an extra
fee Of 93 cents every time they purchase minutes to help pay for local
411 systems under a bill that has unanimously cleared a key House committee.
Local governments operate 911 systems in Kentucky. They pay for them
by imposing a fee on larxllines. State
law does not allow local governments
to impose a fee on cellphones; the
state government dam that. Cellphone
=Tiers charge Kentuckians a fee of
70 cents per month. That fee is easily
s.'ollected from customers with tradi-

tional two-year contracts. But people
who purchase prepaid phones and
phone cards often pay far less because
of a problem with the formula the
state uses to collect the money.
'Me result is local 911 systems,
already struggling with the has of revenue from disappearing landline
phones, have lost about $2 million a
year as prepaid phones increase in
popularity.
Tuesday, the state House of
Representatives voted 89-4 to approve
a bill that would impose a 93 cent fee
on prepaid cellphones and calling
cards. Retailers would collect the fee
at the point of sale beginning Jan. 1,
2017,and remit the money back to the
state.
•
Bill sponsor Democratic state Rep.

Martha Jane King of Lewisburg said
the higher fee accounts for the fact
that, on average, prepaid customers
purchase phone cards nine times a
year instead of 12 times.
"No one with a contract with a carrier will see their bill go up at all,"

10

King said. "I don't think this is too
much to ask for counties to have 911."
1 oral governments support the bill,
and cellphone carnets have not voiced
opposition. But retailers oppose it,
arguing it would cost them too much
money. O

"Everybody needs a bargain and
the (items for sale) are of good
quality," she said. "If you love it,
you need to buy it (when you see

From Front
wonderful place to have our sale we have 32,000 square feet on the
upper level and there's so much
room to spread out," she said."We
have 500 families participating
and they come from every direction."
Jennifer Upton said that the participants "prep" the items to be
sold at home and they take care of
the rest.
"We have folks from Paris,
Paducah, Murray, Hopkinsville
and even the Fulton area driving in
(to participate)," she said.
Jennifer Fulton said the items
that they consign for sale vary but
it's worth the look.

Jennifer Upton said there is no
admission price to enter the event.
The hours of the sale are Thursday
and Friday, 9 am. to 8 p.m. and
Saturday, 9 am. to 4 p.m. The
CFSB Center is located on Murray State University's campus at 1401
KY-121, use entrance B. Cash and
credit are accepted; no checks.
For more information about the '
sale or to participate in future
sales,
visit
www.kentuck-ykidssale.com or log on to
Facebook to see a hve video of set
up this morning.

Proposal would have Kentucky
colleges compete for funding
Kentucky,Eastern Kentucky, Western
Kentucky, Murray State and;
Morehead State — would compete
among themselves. Kentucky's sys-'
tern of 16 community and technical.
Colleges would compete against each
other in a third tier.
Kentucky State University, which is
mired in a financial crisis, would be
exempt. The competition would be M
two parts. First, the Council on;
Postsecondary Education would,
judge a school from 2011-2014 based
on the standards. Then the council:
would judge the school again for the:
2015 and 2016 academic years. A
school's score would be the difference
between the years 2011-2014 and the
years 2015-2016.
That school would then be corn- •
pared to the other schools in their tier.
Whoever has the highest score would
be the winner. The losers would be
given money based on how far behind
they are compared to the winning
school. The program would begin for
the budget year that begins July 1,
2017. The competition would be
based on criteria included in the.
Senate's budget proposal. The full
proposal won't be released until
Wednesday.But Republican state Sen,
David Givens outlined some of the.
parameters during a committee meet
ing Tuesday.•

By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
universities of Kentucky and
Louisville, hated rivals on the basketball court, now might have something
else to compete for state funding.
Senate Republicans outlined a proposal on Tuesday that would pit the
two schools against each other in a
competition of various education standards. At stake is 25 percent of each
school's budget allocation. The winner
gets the full amount. The loser gets
less.
Kentucky and Louisville, the state's
two research universities, would compete only against each other. The
states five other public schools that
offer four-year degrees — Northern
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Investments Sinn' 1854
HopFed Banc'

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.......1758237 • 4130

_IMO p.m

- 0.03
p.
A•

Air Products
Appk
AT&T,
BB&T
Bank of America

+ 237
+ 0.81
38.64 - 0.28
- 012

Intel........--0.02 p.
37.94 - 0.18 a.
Kroger
32.22 - 0_38
Mattel

13.78- 0.06

McDonalds

Briggs & Stratton .....

23.65 - OD8

123.85 + 0.04

Merck

53.04 + 0.24

Bristol Myers Squibb._.62.80 + 0.10

Microsoft

54.07 + 011

—7534 -035

JCPenney

- 017

Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp

Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil

Pepsko,Inc...—..._ 100.78 • 0.76

95.59 • 0.85

84.13 + 0.51

.Sears Holding Corp

14.81 - 0.44
72.80 + 0.66

Ford Motor Co.

1339.007

Time Wanier

General Electric

31.06 • 0.03

US

Gino Smith

39.81 - 0.16

A ntbnn

Accepting Applications for I I( • 1 1 I. Projed Nlanagcr

Amazon_.....560.44+630

The Hickman County Board of Education is now accepting applications

Goodyear Tire & Rubber .376-0.03

0.04

Regions Financial

- 232

4132 - OD6

al•Mart

140.88 +
• 0.09

for the position of Project Manager ofthe Hickman County 21st CCLC
Program. The Project Manager will be responsible for development

HILLIARD LYONS

and implementation of program activities for this grant. A complete job
description may be viewed at our website at www.hickman.kyschools.
us. The Project Manager is a full-time position working a maximum
of 150 days on *7.5 hour per day and/or 1125 hour per year schedule.
A four year degree or related work experience is preferred. The salary
will be commensurate with education and experknce The deadline for
application is 2:00 p.m., Monday, March 25, 2016. The Hickman County
Board of Education is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Financial Consultants (1.-11):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800•444-1554
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-500 p.m. M-F
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Outdoor classroom for
homeschoolers at Land
Between the Lakes

Wedding

Rebate day planned
South Pleasant Grove Family Ties Relay team
will sponsor a rebate day at Sirloin Stockade
from 11 a.m. -9 pin. on Thursday, March 24.
Coupons are available from any church member
of by calling Judy English at 270-978-0671.

Special to the Ledger
Homeschooler families are
invited to use Woodlands Nature Station as their outdoor
classroom in April at Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area. Visitors can pick
up a "Nature Discovery Activity
Book" to guide them through
exploration activities such as an
animal signs scavenger hunt, nature writing and tree identification. Complete activities to earn
an official Nature Discovery
Patch and certificate. The Nature
Station is open from 10 a.m. - 5
p.m. daily in April.
Staff-led programs for homeschoolers will be offered at 11:30
a.m. throughout April. Visitors
can have an up-close animal encounter at 3:30 p.m. and see the
Parade of Raptors at 4:30 p.m.

SET Science Camp scheduled
A Science, Engineering, Technology (SET)
Martha
Day Camp will be held Wednesday,April 6 from
Finney Andrus
1-5 p.m. at the Ellis Center. This is a fundraising
Community editor
camp for robots and equipment. Activities will
include a marshmallow catapult,egg drop,computer coding and more. Space is limited and the cost is $15. Call the
Extension Office at 270-753-1452 to register.

MWC Music Dept.announces music contest
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's club will sponsor woodwind, percussion and brass contests for middle and high
school, private and home-schooled students in Murray and Calloway County. Contest entry forms have been distributed to the band
directors at each of the middle and high schools. The contest will be
Tuesday, April 19 at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse,
704 Vine St. Monetary awards will be presented to the winners. Entry forms must be received by Tuesday, April 12. For additional information, contact Linda Scott at 270-227-2355.

Alcoholics Anonymous lists
meeting times,locations

4-H Photography Club will meet
The new 4-H Photography Club will meet Thursday. March 24
from 4-5 p.m. at West KY Mentoring at 203 Ash Street. Please bring
an example of both light and shadow. Miranda Rudolph is the leader.

each day.
Homeschoolers' Day at Nature Station will be Friday. April
29 from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. and will
focus on water. Visitors will be
able to get up-close with aquatic
animals, investigate a pond ecosystem and complete educational crafts.
Programs included with rtgular admission of $5 for ages
13 and up; $3 for ages 5-12 and
free for ages 4 and under. Fourth
grade students can go to https://
everykidiinapark.gov/ and get
their free Every Kid in a Park
pass which gets their family in
for free.
For more information on Land
Between the Lakes,log on to the
official website at www.landbetweenthelakes.us or call 270924-2000.•

For information call Bear!,
Special to the Ledger
Murray Alcoholics Anony- 270-226-3971; Dwayne, 270Elizabeth Anne Bogal-Allbritten and Andrew William,Weir were mous holds meetings at 615 S. 799-1065; Cindy, 270-435Easter Bone Hunt to be Saturday
married Friday, June 26, 2015 at the Pines Theater in Look Park, 12th St., Suite J, in the South- 4111; or Lori, 270-799-1065.
The Humane Society of Calloway County is sponsoring its Easter
Northampton, Massachusetts. A reception followed the ceremony in side Shopping Center behind
Bone Hunt on Saturday, March 26 at 2 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
the Garden House at Look Park. Another ceremony and reception Regions Bank. All meetings are
County Central Park Pavilion. At 2:30 p.m. there will be an Easter followed on Friday,July 3,2015 at Teviot Row House
at the Univer- non-smoking.
bonnet parade and at 3 p.m. canines will "hunt" doggie bones and sity of Edinburgh in Edinburgh, Scotland.
The regular schedule is as
plastic eggs containing treats and prizes. The Easter Bunny will be
The bride is the daughter of Dr. William Allbritten and the Rev. follows: Sunday - 1 p.m. open,
available for photographs and pets can be microchipped and have Dr. Rose Bogal-Allbritten of Murray. The groom is the son of Bryce 8 p.m. closed, 12x12 study;
Monday - noon, open, 6 p.m.
their nails trimmed. Your dog can create a paw painting and custom and Sandra Weir of Dundee,Scotland.
closed,
ladies' meeting; 8 p.m.
Daisy
Yuhas
of
New
York
City,
New York,served as maid of honpet ID tags can be engraved on site. Bring your well-socialized dog
open; Tuesday - noon, open,
or
for
the
Northampton
ceremony
and
Dr.
Brett
Brown
of
Oberlin,
on a leash no longer than six-feet and proof of your dog's current
Ohio, served as person of honor for the Edinburgh ceremony. Jim 8 p.m. closed; Wednesday - 11
rabies vaccination. Go to www.ForThe Pets.org for details.
a.m. closed,6 p.m. closed-ladies
Ross served as best man at both ceremonies.
The Rev. Elizabeth Till Wade,an Episcopal priest,officiated at the meeting, 8 p.m. open; Thursday
MES Efficiency Committee to meet
Easter is this coming Sunday
- noon, open and 8 p.m. Study
and new spring fashions are
The Murray Elementary Efficiency Committee will meet Thurs- Northampton ceremony. Readers were Dr. Dianne Seo of New York of the Big Book, open; Friday
City and Jim Ross of Edinburgh. Ken McMillan, of the Humanist
rolling in just in time for you to
day, March 24 at 3 p.m. in the library of the school.
- noon, open,8 p.m. open, newSociety of Scotland, officiated the Edinburgh ceremony which input on your best Easter outfit.
comers meeting; Saturday - 10
cluded a pinning of the tartan and sharing of the Quaich cup. ReadThere are so many different
a.m. open. 8 p.m. open, speaker
MWC to host Contest Awards Night
ers were Dr. Brett Brown and Steven Rome.
styles
and colors to choose from
meeting.
The Murray Woman's Club will have its Contest Awards Night
The bride completed her Ph.D. in Linguistics at the University of
this spring.
Closed
meetings
are
for
peoon Thursday, March 24 at 6 p.m. at the clubhouse. There will be Massachusetts, Amherst in 2016 and is a post-doctor:al fellow at SiTo celebrate welFre having a
ple who think they have a probrecognition of winners of short story, poetry, arts and crafts and pho- mon Fraser University in Vancouver,Canada.The groom completed
storewide Easter Sale.
lem with alcohol and want to
tography contests. Hostesses are the Music and Kappa departments. his Ph.D. in Linguistics at the University of Massachusetts. Amherst give it up. Open meetings are for
All new spring merchandise
in 2015 and holds a faculty position at the Norwegian University of anyone who wants to attend an
The public is welcome to attend.
including Jewelry will be 30%
Science and Technology in Trondheim, Norway.
off. All the sandals will be 20%
AA meeting.
Paint Your Pet Night planned
off.
What better way to celebrate
A Paint Your Pet Night has been planned for Friday, March 25
spring than a new outfit? Getting
from 6-8 p.m. at Creative Canvas, downtown Murray. Doors will
it on sale is just a plus!
open at 5:30 p.m. A portion of the fee will go to the Humane Society
So many new tops have arrived,
of Calloway County Friends of the Shelter fund. Call 270-761-5850
in various lengths, patterns and
to reserve a spot. To participate, email a clear digital photo of your
colors.
pet to seaversjill@yahoo.com so that the image can be traced/drawn
Not all the tops and jackets
on the canvas. A digital photo is preferred but a clear hard copy of a
are long this season which many
photo,preferably a 5x7 may be used. Your digital or hard copy photo
people like, however we have
Special to the Ledger
others that don't want to give up
must be at Creative Canvas no later than Wednesday. March 23. Go
The Homeplace 1850s Farm
tunics and leggings.
to www.ForthePets.org for additional information.
at Land Between the Lakes NaWe have dresses in all lengths
tional Recreation Area hosts
and
styles. New colors in Lisette
Compassionate Friends will meet
a week of programs dedicated
are here as well - from soft floaty
Compassionate Friends, a grief support group for parents who to working with
wool Monday
and femine to more tailored to
have lost children of any age. will meet Thursday, March 24 at 7 - Saturday, April 4-9. Invited
Boho, you're sure to find you
p.m. in the private dining room of the Murray-Calloway County artists, Gary Larson, will give
inner personality with this
Hospital. The private dining room is on the first floor of the hospital Homeplace sheep their "hairseason's selection.
next to the cafeteria entrance. For information, contact Kerry Lam- cut" for the year, 1850s style, on
Don't miss our early spring
sale!!!
bert at 270-762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-298-8324,evenings.
Sheep Shearing Day Saturday,
Like and share us on Facebook
April 9. Programs will be ongoto be eligible for our giveaway or
American Legion Post #73 plans meeting ing from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. each
come in the store.
The American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday, March 24 at day.
Happy Easter!
"The sheep are ready to shed
the Legion Veterans' Hall,310 Bee Creek Drive. Food will be served
We still have 65-75% off
their
wool
from
the
past
year
at 6:30 p.m. and the meeting will start at 7 p.m.. All veterans are inwinter merchandise.
vited to attend. For questions. contact Post Commander Mike Nutter and that means new fleeces to
Stay tuned to next week's fun
wash,tease,card, spin and dye,"
at 270-293-3642.
and fashion report...
said Cindy Earls, Homeplace
lead interpreter. "We will show
Magazine Club meeting planned
each
step it takes to process
The Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday, March 24 at 2
The Something For Everyone Store's
our
sheep's
raw wool into yard,
p.m. at Dumplin's. Following the theme of the year,"Women in Pol305 South 12th • laurrri, KY • T70453-7441
which we can knit or weave into
culA www.dkkelley.com
itics," a discussion will be held on Martha Layne Collins, the only
clothing. Visitors are invited to
woman Governor of the Commonwealth.
***** * * * * * * * * **** * * * * * * * * * * * * * **** **
get some hands-on experience
and lend a hand preparing the
AARP driver course offered at MWC
new fleeces for spinning into
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club is sponsoring
yard."
an AARP Smart Driver Course on Wednesday, April 6 from 9 a.m. Programs included with reg1 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The course is informative ular admission, which is $5 for
on issues concerning older drivers. The cost is $15 for AARP mem- ages 13 and up; S3 for ages 5-12
bers and $20 for non-members. Car insurance premiums may be and free for ages 4 and under.
•
reduced for three years with completion of this course. Call Cynthia Fourth grade students can go to •
at 270-293-3348 for more information.
https://everykiclinapark.gov/ and
get their free Every Kid in a Park
Pass and get their family in for
4-H Arts and Crafts Day planned
A 4-H Arts and Crafts Day is planned for Tuesday. April 5 from free.
For more information about
1-5 p.m. at West KY Mentoring. Activities will include making
crafts for the State Fair. Limited space is available. RSVP to the Land Between the Lakes,log on
Extension Office at 270-753-1452 by March 31. This is for ages 9 to the official website at www.
landbetweenthelakes.us or call
and up.
270-924-2000. III

Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten and Andrew Weir

Sheep shearing
at Homeplace
1850s Farm
April 4-9
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ATTENTION
REPUBLICANS

IN CALLOWAY COUNTY AS OF DECEMBER 31,2015

The Calloway County Republican Party
will be conducting a

MASS CONVENTION

Bornlearning Academy scheduled
The United Way Bomlearning Academy will be held Thursday.
March 24 from 5:30-7 p.m.in the Murray Elementary Library. There
will be activities for children, door prizes and dinner. This is for
parents of children prenatal - 5 years of age. To reserve a spot, call
Morgan Carman,FRYSC director at 270-759-9592.

Food pantry to be open
Goshen United Methodist Church Food Pantry will be open to
the public on Friday, March 25 and Saturday. March 26 from 10
a.m. - noon. The church is located in the Stella community at 4726
KY 121 North.

•

•
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•
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Sat., March 26,2016 at 11 a.m.
Murray High School Cafeteria

This special event conducted every 4 years will elect local delegates to the Republican District Convention in April.
The purpose of these delegates will be to elect another set of delegates that will eventually go to the State Convention
and National Convention as Presidential Electors.6 Delegates and 6 Alternates will be elected from Calloway County.
Delegates must be able to attend the April 9, 2016 District Convention in Hopkinsville Kentucky.
The meeting in Hopkinsville begins at 9700 a.m. and convention at 1000 a.m.

Please attend and vote for a slate ofdelegates Saturday March 26th.
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EASTER SERVICES
(' Holy Thursday - 6:00 p.m. .\
Mass of the Lord's Supper

Good Friday - 6:00 p.m.
The Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ

Holy Saturday - 8:00 p.m.
Easter Vigil
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Bro. Kim Reeder,Pastor
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BAPTIST
CHURCH-

EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
ipt 1620 W. Main St., Murray
(270)7534906
lyttp:thrwas.stiolmsmurray.org

Setvices

Maundy Thursday with Holy Communion - 7:00 p.m.
Good Friday - 7:00 p.m. Worship
Easter Breakfast - 8:30 a.m.
Festival Communion Service - 10:30 a.m.

Whoever you are,
Wherever you are on your
Journey of faith,
We welcome you
without condition.

Located at the Corner
of 10th and
Main Streets

EVERYONE WELCOME!

Great Vigil of Easter,Saturday at8PM
Easter Sunday Service,10:30 AM
MartoIntIsbell* as Ewan $41111CO1

Rev. Dr. Chad Foster

100 S. 15th Street • Murray,KY
immanuel@murray-ky.net

Call 270-753-3182 for
C
P

NORTHSIDE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Resurrection Celebration & Egg Hunt
Saturday, March 26•1 p.m.
Easter Sunrise Service at 6:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m.& 6 psn.• Wednesday 7 p.m.

•
884 Radio Rd.
Almo,KY 42020

Reverend Dr. Ruth Ragovig,Senior Minister

ill N.5th Street
Murray,KY 42071
(270) 753-3824
www.fccmurray.com

Maundy Thursday — March 24

Pastor:
Brett Miles

6 p.m.- Biblical Foods Candlelight Dinner in Fellowship Hall
7 p.m.- Maundy (Commandment)Thursday Service:
The Fellowship of the Upper Room and the Office
of the Tenebrae ("Service of Shadows")

Everyone
Is Welcome!

9:00 a.m. — Easter Sunday Fellowship Breakfast
10:15 a.m. — Worship Service

Easter Sunday — March 27

Gpvt,t, ice,*

t71.

-C._elebtating out new We in Chlist 270-753-1640 or 270-978-0905
3rd & Maple -The Maple Center

in

44
•

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service 10:45 a.m.

Immanuel Lutheran Church
.S'anciay eastet
ALLELUIA!
THE LORD IS RISEN!
MEMORIAL
ST.JOHN'S

** ***
•

y, March 27th
nrise Service 6:30 a.m.
Guest Speaker: Bro. Royce Dukes

•
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Free Showing "Passion of the Christ"
Wed., March .Zr-d at 7 p.m.

Church

St. Leo Catholic Church
401 N. 12th St.• Murray,KY
wwwstleoky.o
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Easter Sunday Mass
8 a.m. & 11 a.m.
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MCCH employee retires after 32 years of service Dancing with Our Stars
Special to The Ledger
After 31 years of service to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital (MCCH), Teresa
Kalberer retires from the Health
Information Department.
Kalberer began her career with
MCCH as a filing coordinator at
West View in 1984 where she
also worked in activities.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital purchased West View
Nursing Home (now Spring
Creek Health Care) in 1991 and
she worked there until transferring into Medical Records in
1999.
Through her years of services
she's seen many changes noting
the biggest change being that
when she first started working

Make a Plan

Be Informed

breaks fundraising mark

Special to The Ledger
Dolan said."This year we had nearThe 10th Annual American ly 1,000 people and raised more
Cancer Society's Dancing with Our than $278,830. It just amazes me
Stars, in partnership with Lourdes, that this community keeps stepping
raised $278,830 Saturday night at up the way it does. So many people
the Julian Carroll Convention are touched by cancer that it really
Center. Money is raised through does hit hard and rings tme for so
sponsorships, a silent auction that many people."
featured cell phone technology to
The event pairs local "celebrities"
place bids,ticket sales and the lively with local dance instructors. This
"voting" for dancers.
year's celebrities were Gina Fraser,
For the first time in the history of Dr. Christopher Sperry, Terrance
the event,two people shared the top Adams, Tiffany Bailey, Valerie
prize. Gina Fraser and Daniel Jones Lucas, Daniel Jones, Glenn Smith,
were named co-champions of the Jennifer Ball, Robbie Thomas,
10th Annual Dancing with Our Jonathan Hedges, Natalie Beyer,
Stars. The winners are based on the Lisa Troutt, Dayna Tappan, Juliana
amount of money raised, as well as Valencia and Shannon Livingston.
Photo provided
the
retail value of the silent auction
The dance partners included:
Pictured is Teresa Kalberer (center) with co-workers in the Health Information Management
items.
Terrie
White, Missy Compton,
department and Jerry Penner, CEO (far left) and Dirk Morgan, CFO (far right).
Fraser's dance partner was Ashley Angie Woods, Mary Jordan, Joanie
everything was completed on our department has always stuck with her brother-in-law and is Thurman and Jones' partner was Plumer, Karen Brown, Jack
paper and very little was done on together and helped one another very, involved with her church. Karen Brown. Second place honors Johnson, Danielle Johnson, Jay
a computer. Now she says every- through good times and bad. I Teresa loves music whether it's went to Tiffany Bailey with dance Brasher, Jeremiah Linson, Cash
thing is on the computer and all loved the people I worked with older country, southern gospel or partner, Jack Johnson and Natalie White,Todd Jordan,Cletus Murphy
records are stored electronically and I was able to work with my the golden oldies. After retiring Beyer and Cash White took third. and Ashley Thurman.•
versus on microfilms.
sister Brenda whom I also she plans to take a vacation and Shannon Livingston and dance partSince she first began, Teresa enjoyed," said Teresa.
care for her 88-year old mother, ner, Cletus Murphy won the
"Crowd Pleaser" Award.
has taken great pride in making
When she is not at work,Teresa Dorothy Kimbro.
The night is also a chance to
sure that every birth record is enjoys antiquing. She likes read"Teresa has been a great asset to
honor
cancer survivors. Bill Ford, a
filed with the state and done cor- ing Christian and Science Fiction the
Health
Information
cancer
survivor, was the honored
rectly and each patient record books and her favorite is Love Management department. Her 31
superstar
at the event.
checked before being coded. She Redeemed by Francine River. years of service is a remarkable
Toni
Dolan,
community manager
always brought a smile to work Teresa is a longtime support of milestone and an accomplishqf THE AO IN VirAYS PAPER'
with her each day and enjoyed Hospice and the future Anna Mae ment that is greatly appreciated with the American Cancer Society's
Paducah
chapter,
says
he can't stop
working for the doctors and Owen Residential Hospice by everyone at Murray-Calloway
i
smiling about the event's success.
learning all of their personalities. House.
County Hospital," said Jerry
"We
had
about
200
people
the
first
"I guess my favorite part is that
She also enjoys movie night Penner, CEO.II
year and raised over $16,000,"
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Do you know about the
Kentucky Women's Cancer Screening Program or
(KWCSP)?
QUESTION:
What If I do not have insurance and can't afford to get valuable women's health
screenings such as mammograms and pap tests?
ANSWER:
The Kentucky Women's Cancer Screening Program(KWCSP)provides low•cost
mammograms and pap tests through the health department for women who are eligible.
A woman may be elble for KWCSP who
(1) between the ages of 21 and 64,
(2) has a household income less than 250% of the federal poverty guideline, and
(3) has no health insurance or other third party payer, including Medicaid or Medicare,
Mammograms or breast ultrasounds are available for women under 40 as indicated by famIty or medical history to be determined by the local health
department providers. Eligibility for the KWCSP does not guarantee eligibility for Medicaid services through the Breast and Cervical Cancer
Treatment Program (BCCTP).
If you have any questions about the KWCSP, please call us at the health department or refer to
http://chfs.ky.govidphrinfoidwhicancerscreening.htm for more information,

CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
(270)7534381 wvAccallowayhealth.org
Printed with funding from the Breast Cancer Research and Education Trust Fund.
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PREP BASEBALL: MURRAY HIGH 4, GRAVES COUNTY 2

Tigers reach 5-0 as Nelson, Foster provide punch
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

coach and he's chill about things, but
he gets things done."
Paired with stellar defense, Tanner
With a 5-0 start for newly embel- Foster popped a two-run homer in the
lished head coach Austin Swain and first to immediately open the floodgates
the Murray High Tigers, senior hurler and,though the Eagles(2-4) would ralChase Nelson looked more polished ly, Murray High never trailed again.
and poised in the second week of the
With wind gusts reaching up to 25
prep baseball season than some pitchers miles per hour, the environment never
appear in the playoffs.
fazed Foster. He was also responsible
After a stellar performance a week for another RBI to seal the Tigers win at
ago against Ballard Memorial, Nelson 4-2 in the sixth, proving himself as incouldn't have picked a better night for strumental as anyone on an MHS team
an encore performance. Nelson went that Coach Swain admitted struggles to
the distance, striking out 10 in seven close out at times.
innings on 16 first-pitch strikes as the
"Tanner Foster was great. Even with
Tigers handled Graves County 4-2 at the wind, it wouldn't have mattered.
Ty Holland Stadium on Tuesday aft, That home run was a no-doubter and
noon.
he jumped on that first fastball to get us
"I was hitting my spots but B.J. up 2-0. We have to learn how to put it
(Elder) was catching really well. I felt away though," Swain said."We did the
pretty good tonight," Nelson said. "I same thing against Hickman County,
had a wild pitch for an error, late, but we got up 2-0 and just stopped.
I just shook it off. Coach Swain tells
After two first inning strikeouts for
us to have a bulldog-like attitude and Nelson, Foster's first of three quality
that's what I try to do. He's a great at-bats came on the first fastball he saw,

blasting it past the right field fence and
sending Ethan Back home for a 2-0 advantage that never truly evaporated.
As the Tigers have allowed some already this season, Graves County slowly chipped away at its deficit, starting
in the second as Clint Williams' RBI hit
sent in Drew McClure to cut the deficit
in half.
With the Eagles in prime position
to tie it in the third, Nelson was having
tone of it.
Three straight strikeouts from Nelson sent the Ty Holland crowd to an
ovation, while Elder used a RBI double
to send in Cam Kelly for a 3-1 lead.
Ryan Overby relieved Jordan Naranjo on the mound in the fourth inning for
Graves County and, while the fielding for players like Kelly, Foster, Sam
Palmer and Matthew Harper kept Murray High's defensive pursuit under control, the Tigers kept stranding batters,
including five in the last two innings.
"We're going to have to do better
at getting big time base hits. Our sore

spot the last few years, it's been hitting. Drew Cooper, but the ball was immeWe've been pretty fortunate so far this diately dropped, helping load the bases
season but today it kind of showed up as Foster scored his second run on Nelagain," Swain said.
son's sacrifice fly for a 4-2 lead and the
Perhaps his lone mistake in an oth- game-saving play.
erwise perfect evening, Nelson threw a
Nelson savored the win on the
wild pitch in the fifth past Elder, send- mound in the sixth with back-to-back
ing Williams home from third base for strikeouts to close out Graves County,
another Eagles run at 3-2, but it was leaving no doubt who the more domigoing to take more than a single error nant team is at this point in the season.
to pull Nelson from the circle ...' much
"We're just playing good baseball
more.
right now," Swain said. -We're putting
"It would have had to have been a out the effort on all cylinders. Today,
pretty dire situation for us to have taken we didn't hit the ball very well. The
him out there," Swain said."He pitched game plan was to put the ball in play.
well at Ballard Memorial,too. So that's Graves County has trouble, defensivetwo dominant performances for him. ly, and they definitely helped us out
He's good and he's consistent and that's there. We found a way to win and that's
what we look for."
the important thing."
For any minor error the Tigers
The Tigers have three days off beseemed to make, Graves County's fore putting their undefeated record on
defense returned the favor and, their the line at the Marshall County Big Orsixth-inning hiccup proved by far the ange Classic. Murray High plays Claymost costly. After Jared Gray paced ton, Mo. at 10 a.m. Saturday, followed
himself with a walk, Elder popped a by a game against Pinckneyville, Ill., at
catchable ball to Eagles center fielder 2:30 p.m.•

PREP TRACK AND FIELD: MURRAY HIGH ALL-COMERS INVITATIONAL

COLLEGE BASEBALL

Mark falls in pole vault
MSU Sports Information

JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Campbell Homa (left) and Calloway County's Jaden Lencki compete in a tight battle in the 100 hurdles during the
Murray High All-Comers Invitational on Tuesday at Murray High.

Homa sets new MHS record, then beats it
ing KHSAA high jump champion, cleared 5-8 to secure a victory, but failed in her bid to get
up-and-over 6-0. She added a
victory in the 300 hurdles, besting Murray High's Grace Campbell by nearly 1.5 seconds.
The Lady Lakers ran past the
Lady Tigers in the 1,600 relay,
while Murray High captured the
400 relay over Paducah Tilghman.
MHS thrower and defending
state discus champion Sarah
McDowell had a toss of 97-10 to
win that event.
In the boys meet, the Tigers received individual victories from Malik Britt-Taylor
(110 hurdles, 300 hurdles) and
Des'jahvonni Miles (200 dash).
MHS ran past Paducah Tilghman in the 400 relay.
Cameron Cooper led Calloway County with individual
wins in the 800 and 1,600 runs.
The Lakers edged the Tigers
(3:50.38 to 3:51.47) to take the
1,600 relay.
Both Murray High and Calloway County are back in action
Saturday, when both schools
compete at Marshall County's
Invitational of the South. III

By JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
Senior pole vaulter Yasmine
Homa surprised herself and everyone in attendance during the
Murray High All-Corners Invitational on Tuesday at Murray
High School.
Homa cleared 10 feet to establish a new school pole vault
record. After eclipsing the 9-3
mart set by Davey Mauney in
2011 by seven inches. Noma
went up-and-over 10-6 to better
a record she had just set.
"I feel awesome because I
didn't think I would break this
record today. It just kinda happened." Homa said.
Home gave credit to Kevin
Ferguson, an Owensboro coach
who specializes in pole vaulting.
"I haven't had a pole vault
coach until last December, when
I decided that I wanted to get
better and I wanted to try to get
into college," Homa said. "I've
been working with Kevin Ferguson and I'm just trying to get up
higher."
Home said she cleared 9-0
last season, coming close to
equaling Mauney.
"I have been going to indoor
meets since the beginning of this
year and I've cleared 10 feet in
every one of then," Homa said
of her quest to improve. On
Tuesday,she had her first chance
to compete outside for the Lady
Tigers.
Graves. County's Sophie
Galloway :won three individual

JEFF ARENZ /Ledger & Times
Murray High's Yasmine Hama holds her pole before attempting to clear 11 feet on Tuesday at Murray High School.
events, including the 100 hur- County's Lily Lowe in the high
dies, long jump and triple jump. jump.
Lowe,the three-time defendShe finished second to Calloway

MURRAY HIGH
ALL-COMERS INVITE
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before MSU responded again
with another four runs in the
Murray State scored four bottom of the sixth. Bauer's
runs in the third and sixth in- second triple of the game startnings and Adam Bauer and ed the scoring in the inning,
Jack Hranec each drove in pushing the lead to 8-5. RBI
three as the Racers defeated singles from Tyler Lawrence
Memphis Tuesday night at and Caleb Hicks later in the
Reagan Field, 10-6.
frame pushed it to 10-5.
The Racers (11-12) and
Hranec recorded a caBauer got going right away reer-high three hits in the win,
in the first with a pair of runs. while Bauer and Tyler Dixon
Bauer hit a triple in the inning added two hits each. Dixon,
to bring home Cody Gilbert who transferred from Memand two batters later, Ramsey phis, went 2-for-2 with a douScott grounded-out to second ble and a pair of walks with
base to score BaUer for the ear- t(400scored. Bauer also led
ly 2-0 lead.
MSU with three runs while
Memphis(8-12)got a run of Lawrence scored twice.
its own in the top of the second
Austin Dubsky got the start
and eventually took its only and his second consecutive
lead of the game with a pair win on the evening. Dubsky
of runs in the third inning to pitched 5 1/3 innings and almake it 3-2. The Racers didn't lowed five runs,three of which
trail for long though, as a Kipp were earned,on eight hits while
Moore sacrifice fly in the bot- striking out three and walking
tom of the inning tied the game. three. MSU relied heavily on
at 3-3 and then Hranec blasted its bullpen as well in the win,
his first home run of the year using a total of five relievers.
the next at-bat, a three-run
The Racers return to OVC
shot to deep right center field action Thursday as they head
put MSU up 6-3. The Racertt to Clarksville, Tenn., for a
wouldn't trail the rest of the three-game series with Austin
way.
. Peay. Thursday and Friday's
The Tigers made things in- games will both be at 6 p.m.
teresting however in the sixt11. with a 1.p.m. start time in Satinning with a pair of runs, curo urday's finale •
ting the MSU lead to just

PREP SPORTS ROUNDUF

Lakers shoot down
Cardinals in 11-1 tilt
Staff Report
Behind five strikeouts in
five innings from Carson Chapman, Calloway County nearly
came within inches of shutting
out Mayfield, but it was Aaron Rister came up clutch with
a double to help break open a
four-run inning in the fourth
as the Lakers cruised past the
Cardinals 11-1 on Tuesday
evening at home.
Ty Stom collected two hits
and two RBIs, while Christian
Adams and Jonah Brannon got
one hit apiece as CCHS closed
it out with seven more hits in
the fifth.
The main difference was the
pitch count for Mayfield. Ryan
Fraher, Brannon and Jeremy
Darnell each walked twice as
the Mayfield hurlers had high
pitch-counts late in the contest.
"We got a tremendous
pitching effort from Carson
Chapman today. He was outstanding," Calloway County
first-year head coach Travis
Turner said. "He's always going to give us a chance. Defensively, we were stellar early. Ty
Stom went out to the fence for
a great catch at the right field
line and Ryan Fraher and Lofton Pigg combined on a great
plays at short, but the key for
us was Mayfield's pitch count,
Eventually, we were able ta

generate and we closed it out
with multiple bases on balls."
The Lakers (2-2) host Ballard Memorial at 6 p.m. Thursday at Laker Stadium.

SOFTBALL
Murray High 6,
Caldwell County 2
PRINCETON
— After
missing Monday's contest
against Paducah Tilghman,
Savannah Grogan quickly reminded everyone just how
valuable she is to the Murray
High lineup.
Grogan finished with three
hits, including a double RBI,
two runs and pitched the first
three innings scored as the
Lady Tigers cruised their sixth
straight victory in a 6-2 win
over Caldwell County om
Tuesday night.
Murray High scored three
runs in the first frame, while
adding three more in the fourth
for a 6-0 advantage.
Morghen Turley also posted a double and two RBIs and
Rayleigh Blanc contributed
two hits and pitched the last
four itinings to get the win in
the circle. Madison McClure
notched a triple en route to a
6-0 lead midway through four
innings. Shelby Moss and Loryn Carver each had a double.
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Racers in the NBA

Notre Dame 76, Stephen F. Austin 75
At Scelireds Omar
St Labs
Wisconsin 116, Xs.* 63
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Isaiah
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Stuart Alexander
1 702 Hwy I 21 North Bypass
Murray. Kentucky
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Sewilibide
Owen
North Caroline (30-41) vs. Indians (27-7), 6:27
p.m
Wisconsin (22-12) as. Notre Dame (23-11),
940 p.m
Regional Championship
Sunday's Game
Semifinal winners
SOUTH REGIONAL
Round of 44
Thursday'. Results
At Dunkin' Donuts Center
Providence, R.I.
Miami 79, Buffalo 72
Wichita State 65, Arizona 55
At Wells Fargo Arena
Des Melees, lows
UConn 74, Colorado Si
Kansas 106,Austin Puy 79
FrntafeReb
At WIMP Csoltal

R=

Cameron
Payne

Point Guard
JO)

1100.
AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
4 p.m.
Murray State at Kentucky
WOMEN'S COLLEGE TENNIS
2 p.m.
Murray State at Middle Tennessee State
Thursday's Games
COLLEGE BASEBALL
8 p.m.
Murray State at Austin Peay
PREP BASEBALL
5 p.m.
Murray High at Graves County
6 p.m.
Ballard Memorial at Calloway County
PREP SOFTBALL
5:30 p.m.
Hickman County at Calloway County
6 p.m.
Murray High at Chnshan County
PREP BOYS TENNIS
4:30 p.m.
Calloway County at Graves County
PREP GIRLS TENNIS
4:30 p.m.
Calloway County at Graves County

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPIN2- NIT. quarterfinals, teams IBA
8 p.m.
ESPN2- NIT, quarterfinals. teams TBA
GOLF
1 p.m.
GOLF - World Golf Championship-Dell Match
Flay, Day 1, at Austin
MLB
5 a.m.
MLB - Spring training. Baltimore as Minnesota lssi, at Fort Myers. Fla ltape-delayed)
8 a.m.
MLB- Spring training, Atlanta vs. Houston, at
Kissimmee, Fla. (tape-delayed)
12 p.m.
MIS-Spring training, Tampa Bay vs Minnesota, at Fort Myers, Fla.
4 p.m.
MLB - Spring training, N.Y. Yankees vs.
Washington. at Viera. Fla.
9 p.m.
MIS-Spring training, Oakland vs Seattle, at
Peoria, Ariz.
1 a.m.(Thursday)
MIS-Spring training, Kansas City vs. Cleveland, at Goodyear, Ariz.(same-day tape)
NBA
7 p.m.
ESPN -New York at Chicago
9:30 p.m.
ESPN-L.A. Clippers at Golden State
NHL
7 p.m.
NBCSN-Boston at N.Y. Rangers
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
CBSSN - NCAA Division II Tournament, first
semifinal, at Sioux Falls, S.D.
8:30 p.m.
CBSSN - NCAA Division It Tournament, second semifinal, at Sioux Falls, S.D.
Thursday's Games
COLLEGE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
FS1 -Oklahoma St, at Kansas St.

SB

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
CBS - NCAA Tournament, Sweet 16, teams
TM, at Louisville, Ky. or Anaheim, Calif.
Cl3SSN - liCAA Division It Tournament, first
semifinal, at Fnsco,Texas
6:15 p.m.
TBS - NCAA Tournament, Sweet 16, teams
TM, at Louisville, Ky. or Anaheim. Calif.
8:30 p.m.
CBS - NCAA Tournament, Sweet 16, teams
TBA, at Louisville, Ky. or Anaheim, Calif,
CEtSSN - NCAA Division Ii Tournament, second semifinal. at Fnsco,Texas
8:45 p.m
TBS - NCAA Tournament, Sweet 16, teams
IBA, at Louisville, Ky. or Anaheim, Calif.
GOLF
9:30 a.m.
GOLF - PGA Tour, Puerto Rico Open, first
round, at Rio Grande, Puerto Rico
1 p.m.
GOLF -World Golf Championship-Dell Match
Play, Day 2, at Austin
7 p.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour, Kia Classic, first round. at
Carlsbad, Calif.
MIS
5 a.m.
MIS- Spring training, Miami vs, St. Louis, at
Jupiter, Fla. (tape-delayed)
8 a.m.
MIS - Spring training, Baltimore vs. Pittsburgh, at Bradenton, Fla.(tape-delayed)
12 p.m.
MIS- Spring training, Houston vs, N.Y. Mats
iss), at Port St. Lucie, Fla.
3 p.m.
MIS - Spring training, Kansas City vs. Milwaukee, at Phoenix
6 p.m.
ESPN - Chicago Cubs vs. San Francisco, at
Scottsdale, Ariz.
9 p.m
MIS - Spring training, L.A. Dodgers vs.
Cleveland, at Goodyear, Ariz.
1 a.m.(Friday)
MIS-Spring training. Philadelphia vs. Atlanta, at Kissimmee, Fla. (same-day tape)
NBA
6 p.m.
NBA- New Orleans at Indiana
SOCCER
2:30 p.m.
ESPN2-International friendly, Spain at Italy,
at Udine, Italy

PRO HOCKEY
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W 1 OT Pts
Tampa Bay
42 26 5 89
Florida
40 24 9 89
Boston
39 26 8 86
Detroit
36 26 11 83
Ottawa
34 32 8 76
Montreal
34 34 6 74
Buffalo
30 34 10 70
Toronto
26 35 11 63
Metropolitan Division
W L OT Pts
z-Washington
52 15 5 109
N.Y. Rangers
41 24 8 90
Pittsburgh
40 24 8 88
N.Y. Islanders
38 24 9 85
Philadelphia
35 24 13 83
New Jersey
35 31 7 77
Carolina
31 28 14 76
Columbus
30 35 8 68

GE
202
207
21.6
186
213
196
176
174

GA
173
181
197
196
227
212
200
209

CF
231
207
204
197
188
166
177
191

GA
170
192
179
181
193
189
198
225

LAST GAME
Monday atIndiana
15 points I 4 rebounds
0 assists I 0 steals I 0 blocks

Tuesday vs. Houston
5 points I 0 rebounds
0 assists 10 steals I 0 blocks

NEXT GAME
Wednesday at Denver

NEXT GAME
Thursday vs. Utah

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L OT Pts GE GA
4-Dallas
44 21 9 97 242 213
4322 9 95 195 185
St. Louis
Chicago
42 25 7 91 205 185
Nashville
37 23 13 87 202 187
Minnesota
35 28 11 81 196 187
Colorado
38 31 4 80 198 204
Winnipeg
30 37 6 66 186 216
Pacific Division
W L OT Pts GE GA
4-Las Angela,
44 24 5 93 199 167
Anaheim
40 23 9 89 185 168
San Jose
41 26 6 88 214 186
Anions
, 32 34 7 71 192 219
Calgary
31 36 6 68 202 226
Vancouver
27 33 12 66 167 207
Edmonton
29 40 7 65 163 223
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point Fix overtime loss.
4-clinched playoff spot
Monday's Results
N.Y. Rangers 4, Flonda 2
Philadelphia 4, N.Y. Islanders 1
Toronto 5, Calgary 2
Nashville 5, Los Angeles 2
Tuesday's Results
Columbus 3, Philadelphia 2,S0
Buffalo 3, Carolina 2
Montreal 4, Anaheim 3
Washington 4, Ottawa 2
Tampa Bay 6, Detroit 2
Winnipeg 2, Vancouver 0
Minnesota 2, Los Angeles 1
Dallas 6,Chicago 2
Arizona 4, Edmonton 2
St Louis 1, San Jose 0
Today's Games
Ottawa at N.Y. Islanders,6 p.m_
Rangers,
7 p.m.
Boston at N.Y.
Thursday's Games
Florida at Boston,6 p.m.
New Jersey at Pittsburgh, 6 p.m.
Carolina at Columbus,6 p.m.
Anaheim at Toronto,6:30 p.m.
Montreal at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Calgary at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Los Angeles at Winnipeg, 7 p.m.
Philadelphia at Colorado,8 p.m.
Dallas at Arizona,9 p.m.
Edmonton at San Jose, 9:30 p.m.

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Toronto
48
21
41
Boston
30
New York
28
43
Brooklyn
19
51
Philadelphia
9
62

Pct GB
.696
.577
a
21
.394
.271 2914
.127
ao

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

270.753.9999.www.sbgproperty.com

HEARING
TECHNOLOGY EVENT
70 DAYS ONLY!
MAR.23 - APRIL 4
EXPERIENCE THE
LATEST HEARING
TECHNOLOGY
This is a Limited time Offer
• Free Hearing Screening Tests
• Free Otoscopic Exam of Your Ear

LAST GAME

Southeast Division
W
L
Pet
41
29 .586
41
30 .577
41
30 .577
35
35 .500
29
41
.414
Central Division
W
L
Pet
y-Cleveland
50
20
714
Indiana
37
33
529
Chicago
36
33 .522
Detroit
37
34
521
Milwaukee
30
41
423
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L
Pet
y-San Antonio
.843
59
41
31
11
Memphis
.569
Dallas
35
35 .500
Houston
35
36 .493
New Orleans
26
44 .371
NortMvest Division
W
L
Pct
y-Oklahoma City
49
22
690
Portland
36
35 .507
34
36 .486
Utah
29
42 .408
Denver
Minnesota
22
314
48
Pacific Division
W
L
Pct
y-Goiden State
63
7
900
LA. Dippers
43
26 .623
Sacramento
27
43 .386
Phoenix
19
51
.271
LA. takers
15
55 .214
a-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division
Monday's Results
Cleveland 124, Denver 91
Indiana 91,Philadelphia 75
Chartotte 91,San Antonio 88
Boston 107, Orlando 96
Detroit 92, Milwaukee 91
Chicago 109, Sacramento 102
Golden State 109, Minnesota 104
Washington 117, Atlanta 102
Memphis 103, Phoenix 97
Tuesday's Results
Charlotte 105, Brooklyn 100
Miami 113, New Orleans 99
Oklahoma City 111, Houston 107
LA. takers 107, Memphis 100
Today's Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland,6 P.m •
Manta at Washington,6 p.m.
Toronto at Boston, 6:30 p.m.
Orlando at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
New York at Chicago, 7 p.m.
Sacramento at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Utah at Houston, 7 p.m.
Miami at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Denver,8 p.m.
LA. takers at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Dallas at Portland,9 p.m.
LA Clippers at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday's Games
New Orleans at Indiana,7 p.m.
Cleveland at Brooklyn, 7:30 p.m.
Chicago at New York, 7:30 p.m.
(WIollMCRY,
E 6p.m.
P
timers, 1(X30
eitst

GB

Miami
Atlanta
Charlotte
Washington
Orlando

6
12
GB
13
13/
1
2
1314
201i
GB
19
24
24%
33

GB
13
14%
20
26%
GB
1914
36
44
48

BASKETBALL
moi
NCAA Tournament
First Four
At UO Arena
Dayton,Ohio
March 15 Results
Florida Gulf Coast 96, Fairleigh Dickinson 65
Wichita State 70, Vanderbilt 50
Vilednesday's Results
Holy Cross 59, Southern 55
Michigan 67, Tulsa 62
EAST REGIONAL
Round of 54
Thursday's Results
At NC Arena
Raleigh, N.C.
North Carolina 83, Florida Gulf Coast 67
Providence 70, Southern Cal 69
At Wells Fargo Arena
Des Moines, Iowa
Indiana 99, Chattanooga 74
Kentucky 85, Stony Brook 57
Friday's Bosuns
At Ban:Jays Center
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Stephen F Austin 70, West Virginia 56
Notre Dame 70, Michigan 63
At Scottrsde Center •
St Louis
Wisconsin 47, Pittsburgh 4.3
Xavier 71, Weber State 53
Round of 32
Saturday's Results
At PNC Arena
Raleigh, N.C.
North Carolina 85, Providence 66
At Wells Fargo Arena
Des Moines, Iowa
Indiana 73, Kentucky 67
Sunday's Results
At Barclays Center
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Appointments Required,
•

CALL TODAY
270-753-8055
Looking for Financing Options?

SPECIAL FINANCING
AVAILABLE*
'Subject to credit approval. Ask for details.

Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS
Call Today and Schedule Your Hearing Test

270-753-8055 or toll-free 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING
REHABILITATION

Cff tiff

itififfi PORI

VIlisnovaB6,UNC= 56
Iowa 72, Temple 70,0T
At Spokaneiblerwis Memorial Arena
SPWIlidik Wash.
Hawaii 77, California WI
Maryland 79, South Dakota State 74
. Amami el 32
Salardirs Results
At Dunkin'Debits Center
Provides.* R.I.
Miami 65, Wichita Stale 57
At Mille Mtge Arena
Dee Melia,Iowa
Kansas 73, UConn 61
Sunday's Results
At Bardays Center
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Viltanova 87, Iowa 68
Al Spokane Veterans Memorial Arena
Spokane, Wash.
Maryland 73, Hawaii 60
At KFC YUN! Center
Louisville
Regional Semifinals
Thursday's Games
Villanova (31-5) vs. Miami (27-7),6:10 p.m.
Kansas (32-4) vs. Maryland (27-8), 8:40 p.m.
Regional Championship
Saturday's Game
Semifinal winners
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Round of 64
Thursday's Results
Al PNC Arena
Raleigh, N.C.
Butter 71, Texas Tech 61
Virginia 81, Hampton 45
At Pepsi Center
Denver
Iowa State 94, Iona 81
Little Rock 85, Purdue 83,201
Utah 80, Fresno State 69
Gorizaga 68, Salon Hall 52
Friday's Results
At Scottrade Center
St Louis
Syracuse 70, Dayton 51
Middle Tennessee 90, Michigan State 81
Round of 32
Saturday's &mutts
At PNC Arena
Raleigh, N.C.
Virginia 77, Butler 69
At Pepsi Center
Denver
Iowa State 78,11ALR 61
Gonzaga 82, Utah 59
Sunday's Results
At Scottrade Center
St Louis
Syracuse 75, Middle Tennessee so
At The United Center
Chicago
Regional Semifinals
Friday's Games
Virginia (28-7) vs. Iowa State (23-11), 6:10
Syracuse (21-13) vs. Ganzaga (28-7), 8:40
p.m.
Regional Championship
Sunday's Game
Semifinal winners
WEST REGIONAL
Round of 64
Thursday's Results
At Dunkin' Donuts Center
Providence, R.I.
Duke 93, UNC Wilmington 85
Yale 79, Baylor 75
Friday's Results
At Chesapeake Energy Arena
Oklahoma City
VCU 75, Oregon State 67
Oklahoma 82, Cal State Bakersfield 68
Texas AGM 92, Green Bay 65
Northern Iowa 75,Texas 72
At Spokane Veterans Memorial Arena
Spokane, Wash,
Oregon 91, Holy Cross 52
Saint Joseph's 78, Cincinnati 76
Round of 32
Saturday's Results
At Dunkin' Donuts Center
Providence, WI.
Duke 71, Yale 64
Sunday's Results
At Chesapeake Energy Arena
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma 85,VCU 81
Texas ASA 92, Northern Iowa 88,201
At Spokane Veterans Memorial Arena
Spokane, Wash.
Oregon 69, Saint Joseph's 64
Al The Honda Center
Anaheim, Calif.
Regional Semifinals
Thursday's Games
Oklahoma (27-7) vs. Texas AGM (28-8), 6:37
p.m.
Oregon (30-6) vs. Duke (25-10), 8:40 p.m.
Regional Championship
Saturday's Game
Semifinal winners
FWAL FOUR
At NRG Stadium
Notoston
National Semifinals
April 2
South champion vs. West champion
East charmaon vs. Midwest champion
National Championship
Apt 4
Semifinal winners
NATIONAL INVITATION TOURNAMENT
First Round
Tuesday's Nooks
South Carolina 88, High Point 66
Florida State 84, Davidson 74
Ohio State 72, Akron 63, OT
Creighton 72, Alabama 54
Washington 107, Long Beach State 102
Florida 97, North Florida 68
Valparaiso 84,Texas Southern 73
San Diego State 79, IPFW 55
Saint Mary's (Cal) 58, New Mexico State 56
Wednesday's Results
Wagner 79, St Bonaventure 75
Georgia 93, Belmont 84
Monmouth 90, Bucknell 80
George Washington 82, Hoists 80
Virginia Tech 86, Princeton 81,01
Georgia Tech 81, Houston 62
BYU 97, UAB 79

basal Rebid
ilimeley's Result
Abeam 81,Raba Stele OS
Result
(WU 80, Virginia leita:
idisday's Result
Craighten 87,111eper 54
WOO Reseda
Florida 74, Ohio Slate 56
Saint Mary's (Cal) Ti, Georgia 66
Monday% Resulb
George Wasfangton 87, Monmouth 71
Georgia Tech 83, South Carolina 56
San rtioo State 93, Washington 78
Querbibisis
Disedey's Results
Valparaiso 60, Saint Meryl (Cal) 44
BYU 88, Creighton 82
Tedrfs Gems
G. WaslingIon (25-10) vs. Florida (21-14).,8 p.m,
Ga. Teal 1-14) vs. San Diego St (27-9),5 p.m
Semilinsis
At Redeem Swam Geniis
New Yak
haeday's Games
Game 1,6 p.m.
Game 2,8:30 p.m.
Championship
March 31
Semifinal winners,6 p.m.
Cellegehisidersom Tournamerd
March 14 Resulb
Jackson State 81, Sam Houston Slate 77,01
Grand Canyon 78, South Carolina State 74
March 15 Results
Coastal Carolina 65, Mercer 57
Furman 58, Louisiana-Monroe 57
Ball State 78, Tennessee State 73, 201.
Wednesday's Results
Boston U. 69, Forclharn 66
Texas-Ariington 75, Savannah State 59
Columbia 86, Norfolk State 54
New Hampshire 77, Fairfield 62
UT Martin 76, Central Michigan 73
MX 79, Army 65
UC Irvine 89, North Dakota 86,01
Louisiana-Lafayette 96,Texas A&M-CC 72
Second Round
Thursday's Result
Grand Canyon 64, Jackson State 54
Saturday's Results
Louisiana-Lafayette 80, Furman 72
Coastal Carolina 71, New Hampshire 62
Sunday's Result
Ball State 83, UT Martin 80,01
Quarterfinals
Today's Games
Ball State (21-13) at Columbia (22-10),6 p.m.
G. Carryon (27-6) at C Carolina (20-11),6 p.m.
UC Irvine(26-9) at La.-Lafe=9-14),7 p.m.
Thursday'.
WIT(19-14) vs. Tex.-Arlington (24-10),6:30 p.m.
Semifinals
Sunday's Sernes
Game 1, TBA
Game 2, TIM
Championship
Tuesday's Game
Semifinal winners, TBA

PRO BASEBALL
MLB
SPRING II/LUNING
American Laague
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MOTE: Spilt-squad gaineddoubt in the
games against non-mbor league teams do not.
Tuesday's Results
Batmen vs. Minnesota (as), 12 p.m.
Atlanta vs. Houston, 12 p.m.
Toronto vs. Detroit, 12 p.m.
Minnesota (as) vs. Philadelphia, 12 p.m.
Boston vs. Miami, 12 p.m.
Chicago Cubs vs. Cinchinat, 3 p.m.
San Francisco (as) vs. Chicago White Sox, 3 p.m.
Oakland vs. L.A. Angels,3 p.m.
Texas vs. San Diego,3 p.m.
Milwaukee vs. Colorado, 3 p.m.
N.Y. Mete vs. N.Y. Yankees, 5:30 pm.
LA. Dodgers vs. Kansas City,8 p.m.
San Francisco (sin vs. Arizona,9 p.m.
Today'. Games
Tampa Bay vs. Minnesota, 12 p.m.
Baltimore vs. Ptthiburgh, 12 p.m.
Miami vs. St Louis, 12 p.m.
N.Y. Mats vs. Toronto, 12 p.m.
Kansas City vs. Cleveland, 3 p.m.
Chicago Cubs vs. Texas, 3 p.m.
San Diego vs. Chicago White Sox, 3 p.m.
San Francisco vs. Arizona, 3 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees vs. Washington,4 p.m.
Philadelphia vs. Houston, 5 p.m.
Oakland vs. Seattle,9 p.m. Thursday's Games
Minnesota vs. Miami., 12 p.m.
St Louis vs. Washington, 12 p.m.
N.Y. filets (as) vs. Boston, 12 p.m.
Pittsburgh vs. Baltimore, 12 p.m.
Detroit vs. Toronto, 12 p.m.
Houston vs. N.Y. Meta (as), 12 p.m.
Cincinnati vs. Texas (as), 3 p.m.
LA Angels vs. Chicago White Sox,3 p.m.
Kansas City vs. Milwaukee, 3 p.m.
Arizona vs. San Diego, 3 p.m.
Seattle vs. Colorado,3 p.m.
Philadelphia vs. Atlanta, 5 p.m.
Tampa Bay vs. N.Y. Yankees,5:35 p.m.
Chicago Cubs vs. San Francisco,6 p.m.
LA. Dodgers vs. Cleveland, 9 p.m.
Texas (as) vs. Oakland, 9 p.m.
Toronto
Detroit
Houston
Chicano
Los Angeles
Minnesota
Texas
Cleveland
New York
Oakland
Seattle
Tampa Bay
Kansas City
Boston
Baltimore

SPORTS HISTORY
MARCH 23
1939 - Long Island University finishes the
season undefeated after a 44-32 victory over
Loyola of Chicago In the NIT championship.
1957 - North Carolina defeats WM Chamberlain and Kansas in tripie-overtime to win the
NCAA man's championship. The Tar Heels win
54-53 to finish the season with a perfect 32-0
record.
2002 - Iowa State's Cael Sanderson becomes the first undefeated four-time KM
wrestling champion at the NCAA Championships.
Sanderson beats Lehigh's Jon Trenge 12-4 to
win at 197 pounds and finish his career with a
159-0 record.
2010- The NFL changes its overtime rules
for playoff games to give both teams VI opportunity to pet the ball.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays, except Holidays
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cyprmasprIngsrmacitteom

210 S 12th St. • Murray • www.stonelang.com
11006

t,

Still Owned & Operatod by the Willliff171 Family

270-436-5496
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The extra point snaps from the
15 were an experiment for X15
BOCA RATON, Fla. - The that worked so well that making
chop block has been entirely it permanent was a given. Effioutlawed from NFL games, and ciency on extra points from the
extra-point kicks snapped from 33-yard-line or so dropped from
the 15-yard line are now perma- more than 99 percent to just over
nent.
94 percent.
NFL owners voted Tuesday
"We made it a meaningful
to approve both those proposals play," said Rich McKay, presiby the competition committee. dent of the Atlanta Falcons and
They also passed a resolution co-chairman of the competition
to expand what is a horse-collar committee.
tackle to cover the nameplate on
Like the chop block, the
the back ofjerseys.
horse-collar tackle can lead to
In all, seven rule proposals serious injuries. This alteration
were approved. The others in- makes the call easier for on-field
volved coach-to-player commu- officials.
nications from the sideline as
"This play has really evolved,
well as the press box; adding a or this rule has evolved over the
delay-of-game penalty to a team years," said Dean Blandino, the
that calls a timeout when it has NFL's officiating director."Your
none remaining; removing a classic horse collar (is) where
5-yard penalty for a receiver ille- the defensive player gets inside
gally touching a pass after being the collar of either the jersey or
out of bounds; and eliminating the shoulder pad from behind
multiple spots of enforcement or the side, and pulls the runner
for a double foul aftet a change toward the ground. We had sevof possession.
eral plays over the last couple of
The chop block, in which a years, and you just watch this at
player blocks an opponent low full speed and it's the same mewhile the opponent is engaged chanic....
high with another player, had be"The grab, the pull back, the
come more limited in the league same potential for injury. The
because of various rule changes. officials at full speed are calling
Now, all forms of it have been this a foul, but when you look at
banned, with violators drawing a it in slow motion, and you see
15-yard penalty.
he's actually not inside the colThe competition committee lar, he's on the nameplate of the
felt it was a dangerous play. jersey. But again, the mechanics
Some NFL coaches believe of the tackle are the same, the
eliminating the chop block will same potential for injury."
affect the ground game.
With those items out of the
"It definitely changes some way, the owners will turn their
things," Broncos coach Gary attention to proposals regardKubiak said. "That definitely ing ejecting players for two unchanges some of your teach- sportsmanlike conduct penalties;
ings of your techniques. ... The allowing coaches and players on
change would be in the box. the sideline to use video on their
We'll see how it goes."
tablets rather than just photos

Jason Marquardt 8-5 at No.
1, Logan Eastwood blamked
From Page 9A
Hayden Jaco 6-0 at No. 2,
Jaewon Kang outlasted Kaleb
Murray High (6-1-1) heads Willie 8-6 at No. 3, Blake Santo Christian County at 6 p.m. dlin knocked off Tanner Hicks
Thursday.
8-6 at No.4, Isaiah Butler took
down Charlie Reed 8-1 at No.
Calloway County 12,
5 and Tucker Swain stopped
Christian Fellowship 2
Isaac Miller 8-1 at No.6.
With Laken Kelso back in
In doubles action,Chapman/
action for Calloway County,the Jaco defeated Kang/Marquardt
Lady Lakers were able to make 8-6 at No. 1, Hicks/Eastwood
quick work of Christian Fel- upended Willie/Sandlin 8-1 at
lowship with a 12-2 decision No. 2 and Butler/Swain shut
on Tuesday afternoon.
out Reed/Jason Hall 8-0 at No.
Kelso pitched five innings 3..
with 12 strikeouts, while Paige
In girls singles action, the
Weatherly relieved in the sixth. Lady Lakers survived 5-3-1.
Megan Greer collected three
Elizabeth Padgett turned
RBIs, while Anna Beth Car- back Lily Swain 8-4 at No. 1,
ter took two more driven in. Nikki Fehrenbacher knocked
Carter, Greer and Abby Pitt- off Lauren Wagner 8-4 at No.
man notched three hits a piece 2, Claire Crosier blanked al
as the Lady Lakers scored the Waggoner 6-0 at No. 3,Mallory
first six runs of the game by the Hlava bested Kelsey Myers 8-1
fifth inning. Greer, Carter, Ellie at No. 4, Joza Mikulcik took
Futrell, Paige Kramer, Adys- out Sami Luecke 8-1 at No. 5
on Scott and Abby Pittman all and Lindsey Wagner and Allie
scored two runs.
Fiske tied in a 5-5-draw at No.
Calloway County closed out 6.
the sixth wiht six more runs afExhibition'matches included
ter a two-run fifth for Christian Hannah Anderson over CourtFellowship.
ney Phillips 6-5, Emily Boyd
The Lady Lakers) will host past Katie Miller 6-2, and Liz
Hickman County at 5:30 p.m. McClain and Faith Conway
Thursday.
picking up victories for Calloway County.
PREP TENNIS
The Lady Lakers also won
CCHS wins twice
two out of three doubles matchvs. Marshall County
es. Swain/ Lauren Wagner took
BENTON - The Calloway down
Padgett/Fehrenbacher
County Lakers and Lady Lak- 8-6 at No. 1, Abby Harrison/
ers edged Marshall County on Fiske avenged defeated CroTuesday.
sier/ Lindsey Wagner 8-3 at
In boys singles action, the No. 2 and Hlava/Mikulcik shut
Lakers defeated the Marshalls out Sydney Smith/Jones 8-0 at
6-3. Alex Chapman defeated No. 3.

II Roundup...

to review plays; and increasing
coaches challenges from two to
three or enhancing what plays
can be reviewed.
AFC coaches who met with
the media Tuesday were asked
their opinions about player ejections for two unsportsmanlike
acts. There are specific criteria
for what those fouls would be,
including throwing punches or
kicking at opponents, taunting
and using abusive, threatening
or insulting language or gestures.
"I think we're talking about
the integrity of the game," Texans coach Bill O'Brien said,
"and we're trying to do a good
job of making sure that the game
is played cleanly and things like
that.
"I think the one thing that's
going to be difficult is that let's
just say one of your best players
gets an unsportsmanlike penalty
early in the game,is he going to
become a target, meaning like
are they going to go after this
guy to try to get him to do something where he gets kicked out
of a game?"
Patriots owners Robert Kraft
said Monday he is comfortable
with the level of safety in the
NFL.
"I think the game of football
has never been safer than it is today," Kraft said. "I played. My
sons have played. I have three
grandsons who play now. So
we have three generations playing this game. We believe in it.
... I think life lessons and what
you get out of playing football
is way beyond the risks of what
happens. I honestly believe the
risks are being managed as well
as they can be today."•

Murray High,
Mayfield spilt
MAYFIELD - The Murray
High Tigers and Lady Tigers
saw different outcomes against
Mayfield on Tuesday afternoon.
The Tigers lost to the Cardinals 5-4, while the Lady Tigers
grounded the Lady Cardinals
7-2.
In boys singles'action, Gustavo Leon lost to Michael Day
8-3 at No. 1, Dylan Vance lost
to Collin Dotson 9-7 at No.
2, Brandon Tish lost to Carter
Dotson 8-4 at No. 3, Kevin
Wann defeated Caleb Monroe
8-1 at No. 4, Sammy Morgan
lost to Kobe Morris 8-2 at No.
5 and Matthew Delia took out
Tate Puckett 8-4 at No.6.
The Tigers took two out of
three doubles matches. Gustavo/Vance beat Day/Monroe
8-5 at No. 1, Tish/Delia lost to
Dotson/Dotson 8-1 at No.2 and
Morgan/Wann defeated Morris/
Pickett 8-1 at No. 3.
In girls singles, Kennedy
Jones beat Ashley Bowland 8-4
at No. 1, Emily Kinsey topped
Lindsey Wright 8-1 at No.
2, Samantha Taylor took out
Courtney Henderson 8-1. At
No. 3,Livi Rogers lost to Erika
Z,etter 8-4 at No.4,Leah Taylor
handled Han-is Hale 8-1 at No.
5 and Michaela Orr beat Rachel
Keipp 8-2 at No. 6.
In girls doubles competition,
Jones/Samantha Taylor beat
Bowland/Zatter 8-4 at No.1,
Kinsey/Leah Taylor handled
Wright/Henderson 8-1 at No. 2
and Hilbrecht/Criswell defeated Hale Morgan/Monroe 8-5.•
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Mow with an Attitude.
JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Cameron Cooper trots to the finish line to to win the 1,600 run during the
Murray High All-Corners Invitational on Tuesday at Murray High.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571
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II Meet...
From Page 9A
Tyrese Jones (Paducah Tilghman), 19.22.
1,600 RUN: 1. Cameron Cooper (Calloway
County), 5:01.37.
400 RELAY: 1. Murray 4,44.44; 2. Paducah Tilghman A,45.24; 3. Mayfield A, 45.69; 4. Calloway
County 4,45.89.
400 DASH: 1. Antonio Askew (Paducah Tilghman), 53.12; 2. Hunter Watkins (Paducah Tilghman), 53.34;3. Mark Deneve (Paducah St Mary),
55.56; 4. Joshua Murdock (Paducah Tilghman).
56.30; 5. Jordan Norsworthy (CallowayCounty),
56.43; 6. Bryson Brooks (Paducah T(lghman),
56.84; 7. Artey Kirby (Mayfield), 57.71.
300 HURDLES: 1. Malik Britt-Taylor (Murray
High), 41.71; 2. Holland Tetnyv (Calloway County), 43.88:; 3. Tyrese Jones (Paducah T)lghman),
45.65; 4. J'Hari Ellington (Paducah Tilghman),
46.27; 5. Malachi Kirby (Paducah Tilghman),
47.82; 6. Gideon Ellison (Fort Campbell), 48.65.
800 RUN: I Cameron Cooper (Calloway County), 2:05; 2. Jacob Friedrich (Calloway County),
2:06.
200 DASH: 1. Deslativonni Miles Murray
High), 23.43; 2. Jaytien Freeman (Paducah Tilghman), 23.95.; 3. Antonio Askew (Paducah Tilghman), 24.06; 4. Trajon Bright (Mayfield), 24.69;
5. Hunter Watkins (Paducah Tilghman), 24.78; 6.
Ouoterrius Cherry (Mayfield), 24.96.
1,800 RELAY: 1. Calloway County A. 3:50.38;
2. Murray High A, 3:51.47; 3. Graves County A.
4:08.74; 4. Crittenden County A, 4:11.32.
DISCUS: 1. Lucas Masud (Paducah Tilghman).
140-2: 2. Bryce Douglass (Fort Campbell). 119-2;
3. Jayson Milliken (Paducah Tilghman), 1104, 4.
Tristan Cole (Mayfield), 101-1.5. Brendan White
(Paducah Tilghman), 99-10: 6_ Trevor Terrell
(Mayfield), 98-1.
HIGH JUMP 1, Cluenten Marshall (Paducah
illghman), 5-10, 2. Jordan Prather (Paducah Tilghrnan), 5-8; 3. Michael Walker (Mayfield), J5-8;
4. Kevin Robertson (Calloway County), J5-8; 5.
Jumonte McClure (Murray High), 5-4.
LONG JUMP: 1, Jacob Davey (Ballard Memorial), 20-3 1/2; 2. Jabarie Bledsoe (Ballard
Memorial), 19-0 1/4; 3. Phillip Pruitt (Paducah
Tilghman), 18-10; 4. Ryan Snags (Todd County
Central), 18-9:5. Christian Bobo (Calloway County), 18-8 1/2.
POLE VAULT, I . Travis Myers (Paducah 111Osman), 12-8; 2. Tommy Speed (Murray High),
11 -IL 3. Dylan Edwards (Fort Campbell), 11-0; 4.
Caleb AN•no (Murray
SNOT PUT. 1. Edon
Tilghman), 42-10; 2. Vidalia
, 40-11 1/2; 3. 191
4
1 ono1
124
1 42
151
Campbet, 40-2 4. Chance Off Math DWICampbell),
man), 40-Z 5. Bryce Douglass
38-8 1/2; 8. Corey Dickerson, Jr (Murray High),
37-4.
TRIPLE JUMP: 1. Ouenten Marshall (Paducah
Tilghman), 39-6:2. Jahret Maxis (Fort Campbek.
38-10; 3. Mbar* Bledsoe (Ballard Memorial),
38-1; 4. Phillip Pruitt(Paducah Tilghman), J38-1; 5. Austin Keelfing Port Campbell), 38-0.
GIRLS
TEAM STAMM:Not ofli.v ked.
100 PURPLES; 1. SophlovirlY Prow
County), 18.00; 2. lyshes Also (Murray Nigh),
18.02; 3. Campbell Home (Murray High), 1815;
(ounty), 18.17; 5. Kyle
4. Jadon Landd
18.21.,
(UnNersity
hennitill: 1. Muld
Thrn
Hiliflirtal, 5:58.81

400 RELAY: 1. Murray High A. 51.68; 2. Paducah Tilghman A. 52.12; 3. Paducah Tilghman
6, 53.86; 4, Calloway County A 0,54.12; 5. Mayfield A. 54.78.
400 DASH: 1. Tanaisha Jordan (Paducah Tilghman), 1:06.83; 2. Raquella Chandarlis (Fort
Campbell), 1:08.72; 3. Jamera Jones (Murray
High), 1:08.84; 4. Ellie Jackson (Galloway County), 1:09.25; 5. McKenna Friedrich (Calloway
County), 1:09.66.
300 HURDLES: 1. Lily Lowe Calloway County),
50.31; 2. Grace Campbell (Murray High), 51:78;
3. Alli Cundiff (University Heights), 52.64; 4. Erin
Young (Ballard Memorial), 53.13; 5. Yasmine
Homa (Murray High), 5322.
800 RUN: 1. Jennai Mitchell (Paducah Tilghman), 2:51; 2. Olivia Butterworth (Murray High),
2:54; 3. Lauren Eastwood (Calloway County),
2:55.
200 DASH: 1. Tatyana Peterson (Todd County
Central), 27.40:; 2. Valesha Watson (Paducah Tilghman), 27.72; 3. Linda Arakeylan (Murray High),
28.10; 4. Tanaisha Jordan (Paducah Tilghman),
28.41; 5. Kui Kabithe (University Heights), 28.59.
1,800 RELAY: I Calloway County A,4:39.07; 2.
Murray High A. 4:45.49; 3. University Heights A.
4:57.44; 4. Crittenden County 4,5:41.15.
DISCUS: 1. Sarah McDowell (Murray High), 9710; 2. Thailandria Daniels (Paducah Tilghman),
94-9; 3. Ja'Lynn Shaw-Moore (Paducah Tilghman), 78-8; 4. McKenna Bruce (Murray High),
77-9; 5. McKenzie Lynn (Graves County), 70-4.
HIGH JUMP. 1. Lily Lowe (Calloway County),
5-8; 2. Sophie Galloway (Graves County), 5-0; 3.
Louisa Licht (Murray High), 4-8; 4. Mallory Wooldridge (Murray High), J4-8; 5.(tie) Jamera Jones
(Murray High) and Cassa Doron (Murray High),
4-4; 7. Olivia Pemwell (Murray High) J4-4, 8.
(tie) Kariahna Camber (Fort Campbell), Veronica
Pederzoll (Paducah Tilghman), Natalie Hutchings
(Crittenden County) and Ellie Jackson (Calloway
Coun,4-2.
LONG JUMP. 1 Sophie Galloway (Graves
County), 18-7 1/2; 2. Grace Campbell (Murray
High), 15-9 3/4; 3. Maddie Balmer (Calloway
County), 14-11; 4. /Ostia Beckwith (Forth Campbell), 14-8 1/2; 5. Brantarius Minim (Paducah
), 14-5.
%ULM 1. Swine Home (Murray Hight
10-8; 2. Meagan Summers (Paducah Tilghman),
8-0; 3. Wham Gamblin (Fort Campbell), 7-6;
4. (e) Jens Forgey (Murray High) and Manna
7-0.
Wagner(Murray
SNOT PVT. 1. Thallandnta Daniels (Paducah
Tilghman), 34-2; 2. Sarah McDowell (Murray
High), 32-5; 3. Ja'Lynn Shaw-Moore (Paducah
Tilghman), 28-10; 4. Monquie Copeland-Brown
(Fort Campbell), 27-9:5. Kiya Coleman (Paducah
Tilghman), 27-5; 6. Emma Seyster (Fort Campbell), 27-1 1/2.
TRIPLE JUMP: 1. Sophie Galloway (Graves
County), 34-8; 2. Aden Whitehead
33-0; 3. Haley Glynn (Gnosis County), 32-8; 4.
Aosha BeickwIth (Fort Campbell), 30-9:3. DatYall
Laster (Paducah Tilghman), 29-2.

READ US
ONLINE:
www.murrayiedgercom

FIXED RATE,
1st MORTGAGE
REFINANCE
SPECIAL*

Rates as LOW as 3.39% APR!*
KERITAGEBANK
BANKwithHER1TAGE.COM

MEMBER

*Annual Percentage Rate(APR)as of March 14, 2016 to well-qualified applicants (Credit
Bureau scores of 700 or above). All loans are subject to credit approval, documentation,
and security requirements. Some fees and conditions may apply. Stop by
your local Heritage Bank office today to talk with one of our friendly bankers
and neighbors for specific information and qualifications on this special.
KIN1 MOWN*
Visit our website, or scan this OR code. I Heritage Rank NMLS #431499
LENDER

a
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AMES,Iowa — Few coaches in the country faced a bigger challenge than Iowa State's
Steve Prohm in replacing Fred
Hoiberg.
With a win Friday over
top-seeded Virginia in the Sweet
16, Prohm will have taken the
Cyclones further than 'The
Mayor" ever did — to the Elite
Eight.
Prohm inherited a preseason
top 10 team that wound up finishing just sixth in the Big 12.
Now he's got Iowa State playing
its best basketball at exactly the
right time.
The fourth-seeded Cyclones
(23-11) won their first two
NCAA Tournament games by
an average of 15 points. They
all credit Prohm for preparing
them to peak in March and for
putting them in position for the
program's first Elite Eight appearance since 2000.
"He's coached his (butt) off
in both tournament games and
he has all season. A lot of people don't understand how tough
of a job he had,trying to replace
Fred," junior Matt Thomas said.
"Some people though he was
blessed with all this talent, but
that's tough because you have
such high expectations you have
to meet. He's done a great job
handling all of that pressure."
Prohm felt the heat from the
moment he left Murray State to
replace Hoiberg last spring.
He kept popular Hoiberg assistant Ti. Otzelberger on his
staff — even though Otzelberger
was a finalist for the head coaching job as well— and persuaded
starter Abdel Nader(13.2 points,

Iowa State head coach Steve Prohm directs his team during the second
ketball game against Oklahoma State on Feb. 29 in Ames, Iowa.
five rebounds per game) not to
leave the program with Hoiberg.
Eight games into the season,
veteran starting guard Naz Mitrou-Long, whose leadership
was easily as important as the
12 points a game he averaged,
went down because of ailing hip
injuries.
Long's departure forced
Prohm to put Thomas in the
starting lineup. Though Thomas excelled as a starter, Prohm
didn't have anyone to adequately fill Thomas's role as a sixth
man.
Iowa State spent the entire
season in the Top 25 anyway.
"The best thing that he does

is he just keeps rolling with the
punches. Something might happen, and he just keeps going,"

star Georges Niang said. "He
took the challenge head on and
pushed us to be a better team

and come together and play for
a bigger purpose. To do that, you
really have to believe in your vision."
The depth-challenged Cyclones struggled at times in the
Big 12, which plays a round-robin schedule. They started 1-3,
nearly knocking themselves out
of league contention before February.
Consecutive home wins over
Oklahoma and Kansas got the
Cyclones back on track in a
league that sent 70 percent of its
teams to the NCAA tournament.
They finished 10-8.
"I couldn't be more happy
for our guys. They've weathered
a lot of storms since last June,
probably last May, and to be in
the Sweet 16 — you see how
these games go. It's a blessing to
be in the Sweet 16,",Prohm said.
One of the biggest storms involved center Jameel McKay, a
senior starter who went through
discipline issues during league
play.
McKay was suspended for
two games during league play
for breaking team rules, and
Prohm sat him for another with-

out giving a reason. Prohm then
brought McKay off the bench
until he was certain McKay was
focused.
McKay responded, hauling
down at least nine rebounds in
each of his last five games.
"You really start to see that,
we sort of have a genius coaching us. Because he's good at
bringing guys together and
playing for each other," Niang
said. "And the biggest thing in
March — and he's been talking
about March since he got here
— is 'Which team is going to
play as a team?' And that's what
he's been building toward for the
whole time, through the suspensions, the struggles, the losing
streaks,everything."
Want the ultimate proof the
Cyclones have rallied around
Prohm?
Even McKay, who butted
heads with Prohm more than
once, has come around on his
new coach.
"Coming from Fred, it was
a great hire. A home run hire.
And us making the Sweet 16 just
proves it — and we've still got
games to go" McKay said. IN

Calloway County Schools
Welcome Classof2029

As presidents watch,
Rays top Cuban team
HAVANA — When Kevin
Kiermaier slid into home for the
Tampa Bay Rays'first run of the
day, President Barack Obama
flung his arms wide in the sign
for "safe."
Then he turned to his left and
shook the hand of his seatmate
and Cuban counterpart, Raul
Castro.
The scene was a remarkable
milestone for sports diplomacy as the two presidents try to
set aside more than 50 years of
Cold War hostility during which
about the only thing the countries agreed on was a shared love
of baseball.
Obama and Castro even
joined in when fans were doing
-the wave."
In the landmark game, the
first visit by a major league team
to the communist island since
1999, the Rays beat the Cuban
national team 4-1 on Tuesday.
James Loney homered and
drove in three runs, and Matt
Moore and the Tampa Bay
pitchers shut out the Cubans until Rudy Reyes homered in the
ninth inning.
But the day will be remembered less for the final score than
for the two men sitting in the
front row at Estadio Latindamericano, the last stop on Obama's
trip to Cuba this week in a bid
to further pave the road toward
normalized relations.
The near-capacity crowd
roared as Obama and Castro entered and walked toward their
seats right behind home plate,

waving to fans and greeting other dignitaries.
Chants of
broke out.
Rarely has so much pomp
and circumstance accompanied
an exhibition game. Former AllStars Derek Jeter and Dave Winfield and Major League Baseball
Commissioner Rob Manfred
were among the president's
greeters. Secretary of State John
Kerry was also in the VIP box,
as well as several of Cuba's
highest officials.
Before the first pitch, Rays
players walked over from the
dugout to say hello and passed
flowers and small Cuban flags
through the netting to first lady
Michelle Obama and first daughter Sasha.
"Appreciate you guys,- said
the president, clad in a white
shirt and sunglasses. Castro was
slightly more formal in a blazer.
Obama shared an extended
handshake with ace pitcher Chris
Archer, who once was a minor
leaguer for the Chicago Cubs.
He gave Obama, a White Sox
fan, a glove owned by Moore.
The last time a big league
club played in Cuba was 17
years ago when the Baltimore
Orioles came to this same stadium during spring training.
"We won't experience anything like this again," Rays
manager Kevin Cash said afterward."So it's a very special day
for Major League Baseball, the
Tampa Bay Rays and obviously
all of our players, myself included."

I I im Pottortown iwari
lOtliv Crow!, Princirril
770.767-7325

Thursday,March 24,2016
9:00am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria
2.n2 Brinn Pold
Principnl
270 767 733S

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2016-2017 Primary 1/ Kindergarten Program
Children who will be five(5)years of age on or before
October 1,2016 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1/ Kindergarten program.

Southwest Callow.-ly
klementary School
3426 Wiswell
414-Kerl, Firinripn!
/
act, f1
270 7r.-2-731r.

Parents should bring the following items:

• A Kentucky Preventative Health Care Examination form
,

(Physicols doted prior to August 3 20.15 cannot be accepted)

• A Kentucky Eye Examination FOrTTI completed by an
optometrist or ophthalmologist will be required by Jan.1,2017.
K1ERRA:
Dilute Calico & Domestic
Short Hair Mix • Six Months.
Female

LANDON:
Great Pyrenees & Labrador
Retriever Mix • Four Months
• Male

SHELTER HOURS:

Mon-Fri. 10 a.m-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
For more information contact
County Anhnal Shelter
-Calloway
Murray
at(270)759-4141

• A Kentucky Dental Screening Examination Form completed
by a dentist, dental hygienist, physician, registered nurse,
advanced registered nurse practitioner, or physidan assistant
will be requited by Jan. 1, 2017.
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Notice
AAA Mint Storage Sale
March 26th, 9:00 AM
1506 Duigu)d Dr.
Units *21, 49, 58 and
117. Call 270-753-8359
for any questions.

Nicki Peach

who butted
m more than
around on his

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Fred, it was
ome run hire.
Sweet 16just
Ne'ye still got
:ay said.•

Papa Smurf
Storage

classifiedemurrayledger.

1st vlonth free!
Climate Control
Available
*247 Surveillance
*Pest Control
flwy 1)4 East
I :011i.t

ols

Help Wanted
ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reponed
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
010

kraci Tinsley

IIISPLAY AIDS
510.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.3.5 per qplumn inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)

$3.35 extra for Smart Saver

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

Call (270) 753-1916, email
dassifiedemurrayledgetcom

office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. —
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

Fri.!La

rfttillikioasv

LEDGER&TIMES

Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo..—........$111.00

Money Order

Visa

M/C
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LOW VOLTAGE
PROFESSIONALS

GARY HINESON
OFFICE (270) 227-0420
CELL (805)822-4106
GWHINESON@GMAILCOM

HOME THEATRE
HOME AUTOMATION
SECURITY SYSTEMS/'
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
ACCESS SYSTEMS

Help Wanted

Legal
Nodes

EXPERIENCED Hair
Dresser Needed!
Commission or
Booth Rental
Call 270-753-8282

FULL TIME
POSITIONS
Mowing &
Landscape
Crews
512 S. 4th St.

HELP Wanted CDL /
NonCDL
drivers
needed, and warehouse
help.
Drug
screen required. Apply
at Henry Farmers CoOp. 4075 US HWY 641
South, Murray, KY.
LOOKING
FOR
HOUSE
KEEPERS
FOR
VACATION
HOME. MUST BE
AVAILABLE
EVERY
DAY OF THE WEEK
CALL 815-354-2105
MURRAY Auto Spa
Now Hiring Full Time
Positions.
Must have open
availability and work
weekends.
Please apply in person
1530 121N. Bypass
No Phone Calls
NOW hiring caregivers.
Immediate openings in
Murray. Flexible hours.
Great income for college students. 270753-5990.
NOW hiring experienced
hostess,
servers, bar tenders
and kitchen help. Apply
in person at 110 South
5th St.Call ahead, 270293-4602
PT house keeping
needed
for
resort
cleaning.
Weekend
required. Call Susan at
270-436-2345.
PART Time retail sales.
required,
Saturdays
apply at Plaid Rabbit.
209 North 12th St. No
phone calls.
TAKING Applications
for lawn tech. $10-$12
Drivers
an
hour.
License required. Call
between the hours of
Barn - 10air. 270-9787157.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional joumeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
270-753-6895 & leave
voice Message. No
applicants
in
walk
accepted. EOE

Environmental Service Director
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield is actively recruiting for an
Environmental Services Director.
Position is full-time, salaried,
responsible for directing staff and
overseeing all operations of the
Housekeeping Department within
established quality care and service
standards in accordance with federal,
state, and local standards.
Position is also responsible for assuring
that the highest degree of quality
housekeeping for patient care is
maintained at all times. High school
diploma or equivalent(GED) required
iwth a minimum of(3) years management experience required in a hospital
or medical environment preferred.
Background check and Drug Screen is
required. Excellent benefit package and
salary commensurate with experience.
Qualified applicants can submit
resumes to the Human Resource
Department via or apply online at
Jacksonpurchase.com
or fax
270-251-4507.
Equal
Opportunity
lackson Purchase Employer M/F/D/V.
Medical Center
140
Want to Buy

Cash paid for
good, used guns

H & H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods

519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

180
Law & Garden

Walter's
Lawn Service
lox Senior Citizen
Discount
Re,Lat,le.
Fhte Eetimatee•
5est
FREE

$s Want To Buy $S
Classic Rock Albums.
Hendrix. Zeppelin. Pink
Floyd. Grateful Dead,
Janis Joplin. etc.
Terrapin Station
920 S. 12th 5t.
Sri-Air Center
270-753-8926

(270)293-7220

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray,
Lease and depostt
required.
270-7534109.

2BR Apt, close to campus, washer and dryer,
FRIGIDAIRE 18.0 Cubic C.H.A. No pets. $400
ft. capacity. Little over a plus security deposit.
year old, in good shape. 270-556-7928
$200. 270-227-0463.
2BR, 1BA duplex 270753-0259
LARGE
2BR, 2 full bath
SELECTION
duplex, all appliances ,
USED APPLIANCES
washer & dryer, cable
WARD-ELKINS
& water are fumished.
$700imonth. 104 Park'
605 [South 12th Si
St.270-753-2225.
Appliances

(270) 753-1713
160

Horne Furnishings
BEDROOM Suite. New
in boxes 6 piece Cherry
Sleigh Bed 5695 270293-4121 Can deliver.
$40 down, take it home
today.
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets New in Plastic
Queen $19500
Full $185.00
King $385 00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver $40 Down
Take home today'

NEW apartment in
Hazel S550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-49?included
8211

Calloway Gardens:
Essex Downs
Apartments
tBR from $.345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
•
1505 Daiguid Drive
TDD 1440-545411.1 art ZIO
71asIaa.ap.:
6
4
itar opecrimitt froWes.
owl exrdoyor

Zip

State

i

Thank you for your business!
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The MISD and CCSD provides a public notice in the native language or other mode of communication of the
various populations in the geographical boundaries of the District to the extent feasible. If you know of a child
who lives within the boundaries of the MISD and CCSD who may have a disability, and may need but is not
receiving Special Education or 504 services, please call or send the information to the District's Director of
Special Education/504 Coordinator. If you know of a child who attends a private or home school within the
boundaries of MISD and CCSD, who may haves disability, and may need but is not receiving Special
Education services, please call or send information to the Director of Special Education. If you know of
someone who may need this notice translated to another language, given orally, or delivered in some other
manner or mode of communication, please contact the MISD or CCSD Director of Pupil Personnel or the
Director of Special Education/Section 504 Coordinator. You may contact either of these individuals at
270-753-4363(MISD)270-762-7300(CCSD). The hours for each district are 8:00AM-4:30PM (MISD) and
7:30AM-4130PM (CCSD). The Murray Board of Education is located at 208 South 13th Street and the
Calloway County Board of Education is located at office is located at
2110College Farm Road in Murray, Kentucky.

AU Other Mail

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

CALL NICK! TO PLACE YOUR AD 270-753.1916

Child Find activities will continue throughout the school year. As part of these efforts the MISD and CCSD
will use screening information, student records, and basic assessment information it collects on all children in
the District to help locate thaw children who have a disability and need Special Education or 504 services.
Any information the District collects through Child Find is maintained confidentially.

1
I Check

Backedour
by
family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

Children eligible for the State-Funded Preschool program include three- and four-year old children identified
with disabilities and four-year old children who are at-risk, as defined by federal poverty levels up to 150%.
Preschool children eligible for Special Education must have an Individual Education Plan (IEP1Tnstead of a
504 plan to receive State-Funded Preschool program services.

Home Delivery
Local Mail
(c.n.-may)
3 mo. .....
3
mo.
$39.00
6
6 mo.
$6500
1
.3119.00
1 yr.

W17.

M-

Parents, relatives, public and private agencies, and concerned citizens are urged to help the MISD and CCSD
find any child who may have a disability and needs Special Education or 504 services. The District needs to
know the name and age, or date of birth of the child; the name, address, and phone number(s/ of the parents
or guardian; the possible disability; and other information to determine if Special Education or 504 services
are needed. Letters and phone calls are some of the ways the MISD and the CCSD collects the information
needed. The information the school district collects will be used to contact the parents of the child and find
out if the child needs to be evaluated or referred for Special Education or 504 services. Children eligible for
Special Education include those children with disabilities who have autism, deaf-blindness, developmental
delay, emotional-behavior disability, hearing impairment, mental disability, multiple disabilities, orthopedic
impairment, other health impairment, specific learning disability, speech or language impairment, traumatic
brain injury, or visual impairment and who because of such an impairment need Special Education services.
Children eligible for 504 services include those children in a public elementary and secondary education
program who have a current physical or mental impairment that currently substantially limits some major
life activity which causes the student's ability to access the school environment or school activities to be
substantially limited.

The.lpa.
ed.12p.i.
Thur.

H&C. efe-Arfansisneet

Specialist & Funeral Direct:,

The Murray Independent School District(MISD) and the Calloway County School District(CCSD)have an
ongoing Child Find system, which is designed to locate, identify and evaluate any child residing in a home,
facility, or residence within its geographical boundaries, age three (3) to twenty-one (21) years, who may have
a disability and be in need of Special Education or 504 services. This includes children who are not in school;
those who are in public, private, or home school; those who are highly mobile such as children who are
migrant or homeless; and those who are advancing from grade to grade, who may need but are not receiving
Special Education or 504 services. The MISD and CCSD will make sure any child enrolled in its district who
qualifies for Special Education or 504 services, regardless of how severe the disability, is provided appropriate
Special Education or 504 services at no cost to the parents of the child.

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES

Residential & Commercial

HINESON
COMMUNICATIONS
Matthew Imes.

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Child Find for Students with Disabilities Under Individuals with Disabilities Act,
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, and Preschool

VISA

3 mo.......

PRE-PLANNING
Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

For students who have been determined eligible for Special Education, educational records, will be destroyed
at the request of the parents when they are no longer needed to provide educational programs or services.
The MISD and CCSD may destroy the educational records of a child without parent request three years after
they are no longer needed to provide educational programs or services. Parents are advised that data contained in the records may later be needed for Social Security benefits or other purposes. The MISD and CCSD
may retain, for an indefinite period of time, a record of the student's name, address, telephone number, grades,
attendance records, classes attended, grade level completed, and year completed.

Office Hours: Monday-Friday

6 mo.........—.390.00

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

In accordance with federal regulation concerning the release or transfer of education records, it is the policy of
this school district to forward education records on request to a school in which a student seeks or intends to
enroll. Parente may obtain upon request a copy of the records transferred. The MISD and CCSD keeps child
and youth records in a secure computer system and files in each school and in a centralized location.

stop by our

(Purr& & Buchanan)

I I)

1/111/16Y31dsDectals
for all your
advertising needs.
753-1916

Camp Septic Cleaning of A/urn?yr,'

autos, batteries, and all aluminum

'Directory Information" is information contained in an educational record which would not generally be
considered harmful or an invasion of privacy if disclosed. This information may be released to organizations
and,agencies whose with need for data is connected student help activities. The parent, guardian, or eligible
student currently enrolled may request that all or part of the directory information be withheld. The request
must be in writing to the Principal of your child's school within 30 calendar days after this notification has
been distributed. The written request must specifically state what information may not be classified as
directory information.

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale

Rest of KY/TN

g

The MISD and CCSD obtains written consent from a parent or eligible student before disclosing personally
identifiable information to an entity or individual net authorized to receive it under FERPA. Personally
identifiable information is not released to another party unless there is written authorization from the parent
or eligible student or there is a 'Legitimate Educational Interest" as defined in the policies and procedures for
confidentiality. A current list of employees'names and positions who have access to personally identifiable
information is on file in each school. The MISD and CCSD has described in their policies and procedures the
conditions under which personally identifiable information is released to another person without written
parental consent Any parent or guardian of a student, or any eligible student may challenge the content or
accuracy of any material or entries in the student's educational records on the grounds that it is inaccurate,
misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the student. Requests to amend the
records are submitted in writing to the Principal of your child's school.

-

(Mon. Classifie' ds go into Smart Saver)

Monday
Smart Saver
today
tedaemlay
%mak
Friday

Ask about our

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running

In accordance with the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act, written policies and procedures have been
developed which describe the Murray Independent School District(MISD)and Calloway County School
District's(CCSD)requirements regarding the confidentially of personally identifiable information and Child
Find activities. There are copies of these misedures in the Principal's office of each school, and in the Board
of Education office. Copies of these Policies and Procedures may be obtained by contacting the Principal or the
Director of Special Education. Stated in this notice is a summary of your rights under the Act. These rights
are passed on to the student at age eighteen. For the purpose of this notice, the student 18 years or older, will
be referred to as the "eligible" student(who is age 18 or who is attending a postsecondary institution).
Parents, guardians, and eligible students may review and inspect all education records relating to that
student by making a request to the Principal of the school where that student attends. The MISD and CCSD
will presume that the parents have the authority to review and inspect records relating to their child unless
the district has been advised in writing that the parent does not have legal authority under applicable state
law governing such matters as guardianship, separation, and divorce.

clerk@murrayledger.com

Or

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
rnurray ledger.com,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

Public Notice
Regarding Confidentiality and Child Find for Children with Disabilities in Need of Special
Education,504 Services, or Preschool Services

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Clerk

First Day- - 2J'words
Otre20 words LSO each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$12 per word per day.
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Mail this coupon with payment to:

I
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1918

I
I
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Advertise
Here

roDAy !
efForzf tos sr-'or IS tmof
CALL MC Kt

270-753- f(if6

Murray Lei

Rent / Lease
Office & Warehouse
624 North 4th St. Murray
1 500 Sq Ft Warehouse /' Office
LItilities, Overhead Door

38R, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray 270-753-0259

16168 HWY 121N - Murray

270-227-9249

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

380

410

Pets &Supplies
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Public Sale

DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

If you have lost
or found a pet
We will run an
ad 1 day
Free 753-1 91 6

Hours:
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8.00-12:00

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
460
Homes For Sale

460
Homes For Sale

New Home
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

Hwy 80 Storage &

UNIT N•W
AVAILABLE
Starting at

$25-$55 per Month
murraykystorage.net

040 S. 4th Sit

270-978-1109
270-978-1107

Sunbury Cir.
Ole sizes, ilgtithup
every unit,
newly

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.
S
BC
1
P.O..' •
•

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available!
all 270-753-9999
visit us online at
www.58Gproperty.com
or
www.murraykyrentals.com

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
---- • 1850 State Route 121 South • ----

Murray, Ky 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts

UNIT SIZE

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5x10.. $20.00
10x30..$60.00
10x24..$50.00
10x12..$22.50

10x20..$45.00
10x10..$30.00
10x15..$35.00
Deposit Required

GARLANt
RENTAL
if you've got it we can store if

Call
270-436-2690
New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
2 Bedroom Brick house
located at 629 S. 4th
Street, Murray. Is
commercially zoned.
270-753-8375
FOR sale
38R, 2BA brick. 2075 s
ft. 2925 Old Salem Rd.
$140,000.
270-2932396
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnnunabon
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milam,(703)E48-1000.

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

500
Used Trucks
Ford XLT
2009
Chrome
Edition
Pickup. 28,000 miles.
Garage kept. $20,500.
Like new! Call 270768-7044
OR 270-227-3378.
Services Offered
1(270)978-1204
All carpentry construction. Home & Mobile
home repair. Roofing,
mobile home roof-over.
Larry Nimmo
(270)753-0353

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Auto Parts
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

USED TIRES

KB Lawn Services
Free Estimates
Lic, & Ins.
270-293-2849
270-436-5430

•Decks
•Garages
*Pole Barns
•Additions
•Porches
*Buildings New & Old

Chad Lyons
270-227-6357

•Metal Roofing

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Replacement Windows

We Finance

Serving Calloway County
for 26 years

Free Estimates

hollandmotorsales corn

270-748-8732

270-753-4461

Conceptis SudoKu

Sudoku s a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the C,onceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
By Dave Green

78 6
8

3

Answer to previous puzzle

8
7
6
5

5 2

6
9 754 3

1
3/23

C2016 COMXPIIS Kiz/les Dist by Kong

1

3
4

5, 7
61
84
7,5
36

3
9
2
4
8

9 2 1

29 7
486
1 35
Lave 1*

ROOFING
nits fat dm Mow

All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

Saalwaechter's
Home Repair &
Construction
Al) home needs can be
handled
'Additions & Remodels
*Drywall, Framing,
Painting
•Decks, Doors,
Windows, Floonng

E. HANDLE YOL ti
1.AWNCARE NEED1',

2 8:4 1 9 6

5
6
3
9
7
4
1
8

7 3
1 9
28
4 1
6 5
36
5 7
9 2

21 4 8
375
6 1
527
48 3
85 1
932
76 4

• SPRING & FALL CLEAN UP • LANDSCAPING
• LAWN MOWING & MORE • FREE ESTIMATES

• Residential
• Commercial
• Free Estimates
• Lie. & Ins.

R /T
Lawn Service

LAWN SERVICE

Free Estimates

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

LEAF REMOVAL
SPRING
CLEAN-UP

You gnat' it,
1Ve
maw it!

Call Terry at

270-349-6380
.41
* TIM HORP.,-,
141r V/ IOW bun

*Pressure Washing

•Lic. & Ins.

CowrAcr SC077

270-928-2157
DON'T have enough
time to keep your
house or office clean?
270-873-7471.
Call
Over 10 years of experience with great references.

TAKING
on
new
Customers.
Lawn
Care,
Landscaping.
Mowing,
Trimming,
Clean up. Free estimates. 20 years experience. 270-227-7682.
Leave a message.

270.206.2517

From The Ground
Up Construction
• Metal Roofs • Painting
• Decks
• Additions
• Staining
• Pressure Washing
• Energy Sufficiant
Solutions
Lic. & Ins. Call Robert
270-293-2721
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Today In
Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Today is \
the 83rd day
days left in th

IndestrIal/CommertialThesidentlal
James C. Gallimore

Li..

WWW.GECMURRAy.OM

(270) 759-08ib

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

270-227-0998

t al/ in levf...

or,

270-293-5949
&

X liwasavwsve

•...ommercual

www.mccuistionroofing.com

MOW PRoZ

CLEAN CUT

•Residential

Freer Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house ///re
it/s our house!

270-227-J685
LAWN Mowing Service
270-227-6638

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

270-293-1924

•Lawn
•Landscaping
•Pressure Washing
•Mulching
LIOUr LawrIc../re ner.As

Licensed and Insured
Call Ben at
270-226-3567

Licensed &
Insured

•5" Seamless Gutters

SUDOKU

nisr"vs4
McCUISTON

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

441 Charley Miller
Rd. Almo, KY

MINI
STORAGE

$12 WhItnell Avik.

I

ELECTRIC

1
'ley Remodeling

II Size U
24/7 Survellianc••Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

FREE
•
• For all your lawn I
care needs
•

•Insierel .,Si': Discount
of-nr• &Onasnios
Wender A'"A Rating
on Angles List

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

(270)293-8686

I is4WW 44W .
••First Time I

SEE THE AD IN TODAY'S PAPER!

°frail fainting
*The flooring Cocks

270-436-5959

69S1 ;

753-9562

Call 753-5606

ON BEA

Difficulty Level ***

major brands
licensed & Insured

www.hillelectric.com

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

270-753-2905

8
7
4 9
3
2
4

C&M CLEANING SERVICE
Expenenced and
Reliable
Office/Home
Move in/out
One time,
Weekly, Bi-weekly
Or Monthly.
Free Estimates
270-768-7097

GARY W. DICK

Real Tree
Building

480

Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

4

(270)226-0194
Service on all

•Lawn Care

MAL .0..111.10
0.•01.11,1.11.

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.

SSW

Jason Hill

Free Estimates
Call 270-293-6753

rel/f7WiV
.

IfIttnifiaLAKE
EIEN2QUilfaCata

•hlorne klpfostvmento
*Bath 40ilaition
I Addle*

Serving
West Kentucky

' (270)436-0031

Basement,
All Appliances
Up to six car off
street parking
Next to hospital,
Zoned R3

Northwood Storage

plc

Hill Appliance
Repair

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Daily Rental Available
Training Room - Up To 50 People

Contact Danny Steele

HAI I'S WVIII
M.%\ \GI NII \ I

Well Drilling
• weekly
We//Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

ALLEN Mowing
Sevices

Call 270-761-9372

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

T.ysani
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

144-1400 Sq Ft Office Suites
Includes: Utilities, Conference, Work, Break
Room, Shared Receptionist, Gym Use

Very nice 3BR home
Appliances and carport
No
pets
References required
Coleman RE 270-7539898

IOXIO's & 10x15's
(270) 293-6907

LOIN.I

*Trimming

Over 28 Years
Experience

"WE CARE ABOUT
YOUR COMFORT"

*Removal
*Stump Grinding

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
AILSt"

*Firewood
'
Insured

SCOTT HEATING & AIR

(270) 489-2839
Don't wait till it gets too hot,

get your NC serviced!

270-293-3248

Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise your...

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

SMALL BUSINESS
OR
HOME FOR SALE

Spring special on maintence"
*15 point inspection
'Clean unit inside and out
•We fix all birande of units
*Licensed and insured

(270)293-8251

& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & Insuied
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

'
ACROSS
1
7
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
23
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
37
39
43
44
45
46

270-753-1916

*Handyman Services
•Yand Work

Midway
Lawn Care

'Pressure Washing

*Mowing *Trimming
*Mulching & More

*Gutter Cleaning

The first place to start...

Star Fleet weapon
Transport
Groom's garb
Church area
Be furious
Went fast
Anxiety
Polite address
Dollars, in slang
Band blaster
Arthur's home
Summit
Motel freebie
Wall climber
Whips up
Goose egg
Throw with effort
Writer James
Some cars
Related
Store business
Plane part
Yacht lot
Border
Big-billed birds

16
17
18
19
21
22
24
25
30
33
35
36
37
38
40
41
42

High points
Tennis competition
Love, to Luigi
Placating
Studio output
Flair
Referred to
Dogfight pro
Redress
Texas player
Prepares for war
Orderly
Stunned wonder
Josh
Melody
Tattoos, slangily
— Vegas
1

2
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IN ALL my Y@
ON UNITED, fl
NEVER HAD
SUCH AN
AMUSINGLlG
ATTENDANT.

Yesterday's answer

11

23

DUSTIN(

GU

17 MIMI

Score amts.
Shade
Tin Man's prop
Blood fluid
Perfect place
Took the bus
Nuisance
Winsome
Try out
Went first

HOW WAS
YOUR DAY
HON*

CROSSWORDS

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

BLONDI

270.293'3007
270.227.2344

Gary 270-227-0420

m-<

2BR, IBA. Centra
of
heatJair.
North
Murray. Lease and
Deposit.
$475.00mth Call after
700p.m.
270-7591204

Ix'
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
Mt MONTS.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
ran DETAILS
(270) 753-1910.
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lea years ago
The Murray Ledger & Mlles announced its two Miss Spring winners. They are Ashley Henson, a
senior from Calloway County High
School and Linda Dinh, a senior at
Murray High School They are pictured with their respective school
principals, Yvette Pyle from CCHS
and Teresa Speed from MHS.
Union employees of the United
Steel Workers #879 Greg Shroader and Mark Hale continue thier
"informational line" near Murray's
Vanderbilt Chemical and Mineral Corporation. Approximately 55
workers were sent home from the
plant on Feb. 3 when a contract between the twaparties expired.
Members of AARP's local chapter in Murray visited with Sen. Ken
Winters and Rep. Melvin Henley
in Frankfort recently. Pictured are
Attie Underwood, Nancy Manning,
Sally DuFord and David Roos.
Jordan Andrew Lowe of Boy
Scout Troop 45 will receive his Eagle Scout award, the highest award
in Boy Scouting at a court of honor
on Sunday, March 26 at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. He is the
son of Rodney and Cindy Lowe and
a junior at Calloway County High
School.
Twenty years ago
The members of Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity will appear before a special meeting of the Murray Board of
Adjustments to request a conditional use permit to use a house at 1321
Main St. as its chapter house.
Pictured is Civitan Club President Willis Johnson as he works the
griddle during the Civitan Club's
annual pancake breakfast held at
Rudy's Restaurant.
The Murray High School Speech
Team placed second in the Kentucky High School Speech League
State Tournament at Western Kentucky University.
Calloway
County
Middle
School's Math Team placed sixth at
the State Math Counts Competition.
Pictured are Ryan Rogers, Brad
Shaw, Jerry Hamblin, Governor
Paul Patton, Coach Bill Miller and
Billy Bell.

Mom's body piercings are
becoming targets of ridicule

Thirty years ago
Pictured during the first day of
Murray High School baseball workDEAR ABBY: My sister and I this because she wants to prove
outs is Tiger coach Cary Miller in- have no interest in body piercing to them (or herself) that she's still
structing two young pitchers - his (except our ears), but we have seen
young and "with-it." If that's the
son, sophomore Mark Miller and it on friends and are not impressed. case, it's pathetic.
righthander Ed Hendon.
However,our 44-year-old mom got
If you haven't told her that when
Lena Bucy and Ellis Center vol- her nipples pierced and has started she flashes your friends it's embarwearing jew- rassing and you want her to stop,
unteer Raye Peters are shown helpelry there!
you should. If she realizes she's
ing prepare some of the 10,000 EasOur par- making herself a laughingstock,
ter eggs to be used in this weekends
ents are di- she may stop. However, if she
WSJP Easter Egg Hunt at the Murvorced and doesn't, then you and your sister
ray-Calloway County Park.
she's not in will have to accept that you can't
Lochie Hart was recognized and
a relationship change her, and realize that what
honored as the founder and a charter
right
now, she's doing is no reflection on the
member of the Delta Department of
so it's not two of you.
the Murray Woman's Club by Dr.
to
impress
a man. She
Alice Koenecke,co-chairman of the
DEAR ABBY: I am a "catfishDear Abby
says she did er." I use a fake Facebook account
department.
it to feel good
by
Forty years ago
with pictures of an attractive womabout herself, an to attract men. I specifically tarGrace Baptist Church on South
Abigail
which makes get married or committed men. I
Ninth St. Extended is in the process
no sense to talk to and flirt with them online to
Van Buren
of a building program. Construction
us. She takes
of additions to the sanctuary and off her top to show her female see how Aar they'll go. They often
ask me for more pictures and invite
classrooms started on March 1.
friends when they come over, and
me to meet somewhere for sex. I
Councilman Melvin Henley re- we can see them literally roll their
never give real information or meet
eyes,
but
she
doesn't
seem
to
noported on his recent trip to Russia
any of them.
under the auspices of the National tice.
My question is, should I let the
She has now started showing off
League of Cities at a meeting of the
women these men are involved
her
piercings
to
OUR
friends.
I'm
Murray City Council.
with know that their men are untalking about girlfriends, but even
Fifty years ago
faithful or keep it to myself? -so, we find this beyond embarrassKathy Lockhart, Debbie Jones, ing. They're polite to her face but KARMA IN GEORGIA
DEAR KARMA: How can
Cindy Humphreys, Donna Shirley, laugh behind her back, and word
Debbie Kelly, Marilyn Wisehart, about it has spread, which we find you be concerned for the wives
Marilyn Lasater, Beverly Paschall, humiliating. I suppose we should and girlfriends when YOU are the
Gayle Rogers, Cindy Wagar, Gayle be thankful that at least she hasn't person providing the temptation? I
think you would be better served if
Lyons and Celia Simmons,GAs and pierced her most personal place to
you worked on your own problem
show
off
to
our
friends
like
we've
leader Mrs. Bernice Wisehart atbefore you try to resolve the issues
seen
some
girls
do.
tended the Kentucky Queen's Court
We think some kind of rnidlife of people you have never met and
of GAs at Georgetown College.
crisis or hormonal imbalance is never will.
Charles Mason Baker was named causing her to act this way, but we
by the Murray City Council to re- wish she'd find a better outlet. If
Contact Dear Abby at www.
place Councilman Joe Dick who she wants to make a fool of herself DearAbby.com or P.O.Box 69440,
tendered his resignation because of in front of her friends, that's one Los Angeles, CA 90069.
his moving to Louisville
thing. But we don't think she has
For everything you need to
the right to embarrass us in front
Sixty years ago
about wedding planning,
know
of
our
friends!
What
can
we
do?
-Recent births reported at the Murorder "How to Have a Lovely
ray Hospital includes a boy to Bob EMBARRASSED IN THE WEST
Wedding." Send your name and
DEAR EMBARRASSED: I
and Barbara Ward.
agree that what your mother has mailing address, plus check or
Woodmen Circle Junior Club
been doing is inappropriate. That money order for $7(US.funds)
held at St. Patrick's Day party. Jan- she has done it among her friends to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
ice Paschall and Sandra Smith were is one thing, but for her to disrobe P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
in charge of the program.
to show your friends her nipple 61054-0447. (Shipping and hanpiercings is wrong. She may do dling are included in the price.)
NOM

Today is Wednesday, March 23,
the 83rd day of 2016. There are 283
days left in the year. The Jewish hol-

, LLC
m
SEE THE AD IN TODAY S PAPER!

iday Purim begins at sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 23, 1775, Patrick
Henry delivered an address to the
Virginia Provincial Convention in
which he is said to have declared,
"Give me liberty, or give me death!"
On this date:
in - 1806, explorers Meriwether
Lewis and William Clark, having
reached the Pacific coast, began
their journey back east.
In 1933, the German Reichstag
adopted the Enabling Act, which effectively granted Adolf Hitler dictatorial powers.
In 1942, the first Japanese-Americans evacuated by the U.S. Army

during World War II arrived at the
internment camp in Manzanar, California.
In 1965, America's first two-person space mission took place as
Gemini 3 blasted off with astronauts
Virgil I. Grissom and John W.Young
aboard for a nearly 5-hour flight.
In 1983, Dr. Barney Clark, recipient of a Jarvik permanent artificial
heart, died at the University of Utah
Medical Center after 112 days with
the device.
In 1996, Taiwan held its first direct presidential elections; incumbent Lee Teng-hui (lee dung-hway)
was the victor.
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WELL,
WHAT IS
IT?

(HOW WAS
k.YOU DAY,
HONEY?

DEAR DOCTOR K: My doctor
switched me from several brandname drugs to generic versions of
those drugs. It has saved me a lot
of money -- but are they really as
good for me?
DEAR
READER:
The vast majority of generic drugs
have
been
shown to be
equally effective
as
brand-name
drugs, and no
Dr. Komaroff more likely
to cause side
by
effects. There
Dr. Anthony
have been a
few excepKomaroff
tions, which
I'll mention.
But that is my bottom line -- and
I vote with my feet: I take generic drugs. They work as well as the
brand-name drugs they replaced,
they haven't caused side effects
and they save me money. What's
not to like?
Drugs available in the United
States are carefully examined by
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The FDA makes
sure that a generic drug has the
same chemical structure as a
brand-name drug, and that the generic drug behaves the same way
in the body.
Still, once the FDA has released
a generic drug for widespread use,
a much larger number of people
take it than was true when it was
being tested in the pre-approval
period. That means that rare problems may emerge in the post-approval period.
There have been many careful
studies comparing generic drugs
to their brand-name equivalents in
the post-approval period. Almost
always, the generics prove identical. However, there have been a
few instances where the generic
drug was not equivalent -- at least

HAD TO HAVE YOUR
CAR TOWED TO THE
BODY
SHOP

BUT I THINK I'D SETTER WAIT
TILL AFTER DINNER TO TELL
YOU THE BAD NEWS

4'4

.Trimming
g & More
3.3007
7*

CAN MUSHROOMS HANDLE A FREEZE?
Dear Heloise: I love FRESH MUSHROOMS,
but they seem to go bad too quickly sometimes. So
my question is whether fresh, raw mushrooms can
be frozen for use later on? -- A Reader, via email
Fresh mushrooms technically can be frozen.
However, when thawed, they
will be very mushy and nothing like fresh mushrooms -thinkfrozenfood.Ifyou want
tofreeze them,clean and saute them first. They are best
used in a heated dish or soup.
Heloise
FROZEN FOOD
Dear Heloise: I have a vacuum sealer. It works especially
well when freezing foods. If
the foods have too much liqby
uid, the liquid is sucked out
along with the air, and it makes
Heloise
a horrible mess. I thought I
could not use it with soups or
stews. It occurred to me to freeze them fist!
I put a portion into a container and pop it into the
freezer. The next day, I remove the frozen soup, put
it into a sealer bag and vacuum away. I do not have
to worry about freezer burn or frost forming on top
of the food as it would in a plastic container. -- Sherrill M., via email
Brilliant, and saves money, too! Plus a great
way to use leftovers. Soup or stew, some bread or
crackers and greens -- perfect! Having some in
thefreezer makes dinner easy on busy weeknights.
For some of myfamily-favorite soup recipes, order
my Heloise's Spectacular Soups pamphlet by going
online to www.Heloise.com, or by sending $5 and

a long,self-addressed,stamped(71 cents) envelope
to: HeloiselSoups,P.O. Box 795001,San Antonio,
TX 78279-5001. Soup too• hot to eat? Put an ice
cube or two in itfor a quick cool-down. Or add a
little vegetable or tomatojuice. -- Heloise
SALTED CRACKERS
Dear Heloise: We always think of the salted
side of a cracker as its top. That's where we put the
cheese or peanut butter, or whatever. Try putting the
topping on the unsalted side so that the salt touches
the tongue and enhances the flavor of whatever you
are serving! -- Janet S., Ventura, Calif.
Janet, have you been peeking into my kitchen?
My mother taught me this, and I do it today. My
snack? A little yellow(or Dijon) mustard,a piece of
cheese and a cherry tomato. -- Heloise
HALVE RECIPES
Dear Heloise: This hint works for my husband
and me (our children are on their own) when using recipes. I often cut them in half. There is less
waste, since there are only two of us, and it saves
on ingredients for cooking. This is especially true
if I am trying a new recipe and am not really happy
with the results. I don't feel I have wasted as many
ingredients and time. --Brenda W., Sherwood,Ark.
BANANA HOLDER
Dear Heloise: Don't throw away that wooden
cup (HELOISE HERE: coffee cup-or mug) holder.
It makes a great banana holder/keeper. I discovered
this by mistake! -- UT,via email
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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NEVER HAP A
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MORE ENGAGING PASSENGER
IN SEAT 21-DELTA.

IN ALL MY YEARS
ON UNITED, 1W
NEVER HAD
SUCH AN
AMUSING I:LIGHT
ATTENDANT.

( YOU SAID
'DELTA'.

f 46, BUT
NOW MANY)
THE MONTH
TIMES FOR
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THAT ONE?

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, March 24, 2016:
This year many possibilities head your way.
Though you generally act independently and
create your own luck, others seem to want to
bestow favors upon you. Recognize, however, that
those involved might have certain expectations.
Make your choices with this awareness. If you are
single, you'll choose to expand your immediate
circle of friends. Look to fall 2016 for the type of
connection you dream of. If you are attached,
the two of you interact well, although you'll find
that your significant other wants more attention.
Schedule a long-discussed trip together. LIBRA
energizes when in contact with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
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until a problem in the manufacturing process was corrected. Examples include some generic drugs to
treat underactive thyroid (hypothyroidism).
In late 2015, an expert committee of the American College ofPhysicians summarized what is known
scientifically about generic drugs.
The committee's report agrees
with what I have said. Thi report
also summarizes evidence that generic drugs often are not used when
they could be. One study published
in 2013 found that the brand-name
versions of several popular drugs
were used 23 percent to 45 percent
of the time when generic versions
were available.
The report also pointed out a
problem with taking brand-name
drugs instead of generic versions:
a person might get fewer health
benefits. Why is that? Any medicine will work only if it is taken.
And many studies have found
that people are less likely to take
brand-name drugs when they are
prescribed than they are to take
generic drugs when they are prescribed. That's probably because
the brand-name drugs cost more.
While I believe the evidence
shows that almost all generic drugs
perform as well as brand-name
drugs, that evidence is based on
the "average" person in studies
typically involving hundreds or
thousands of people. Now and then
have a patient who swears that a
generic drug is not as effective as
the brand-name drug. It is possible
that the patient's body chemistry is
different in some way from that of
the average person. So I prescribe
the brand-name drug -- but the insurance company determines how
much more the patient will have to
pay.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St., Second
Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)
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Generic drugs work as well as
their brand-name counterparts
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You notice that others change their tune
far too quickly for your taste. Be happy that those
around you can integrate with ease. An element of
the unexpected runs through your day. Flex with
the moment. Your actions will make someone feel
valued.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Focus on your day-to-day schedule. If you're
feeling as if life is a bit boring, ask yourself how you
can revitalize your daily life. What changes will or
can you make? Your creativity might be stymied at
the present moment. Loosen up and relax.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You could feel as if you need some time
to slow down and take another look at what is
happening around you. Confusion surrounds a
family matter. Know that everything is changeable;
just ride the wave to the end. You have the energy
you need.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be very tired and worn out by
yesterday's lunar eclipse. You might want to take
some time off to recuperate. You get hit hard
enough by Full Moons and New Moons, and a
lunar eclipse is no exception. Slow down some.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Conversations tend to bring agreement
between you and others. You might be surprised by

how much a particular conversation has changed.
You might be unusually creative when you hit a
hassle.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are in a period where you will land on
your feet no matter what. Don't abuse your luck,
and you will be fine. A conversation with a family
member could become very loving, as long as you
keep your cool. Don't go overboard. T
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You have the wherewithal to deal with
any problem that heads your way. An emotional
domestic matter could come forward. You easily
will be able to handle whatever comes up, as long
as you can avoid a power play.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Step back and come to terms with what is :
happening around you. You will understand your 1
reaction once you look at the facts surrounding a
power play. Your response needs to come from
your creativity rather than be automatic.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might come to an understanding of
what is possible with the support of a key person.
An adjustment must be made in order to pave the
path to where you want to go. You are likely to be
surprised by a family member's response.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Separate your personal issues from what is
going on. You seem to be quite tired and withdrawn
at the moment. How you see a personal matter
could be coloring how you feel. Let go of a personal
issue when you're at work or out in the world.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Sometimes, when you are taken by
surprise, you have a tendency to be too reactive.
Use caution in key conversations with a sibling or •
neighbor. You might notice how erratic this person
can be.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Refuse to do anything halfway. You know
where you are heading and why, but a money
matter could slow you down some. Don't make Me
assumption that this financial matter is negative; :
simply might be time-consuming.
BORN TODAY
Actor Steve McQueen (1930)
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ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY & $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!

Every New Toyota

TOrolA

ToyotaCare Comes With ToyotaCare.
No C,oet Sermon& Roodmie
Toyota's No Cost Maintenance Plan.

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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